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0uotes ol ltlote P u rd u e co nti n ually f aces ch all enges

due to a growing number of Person-

ally owned wireless devices with

unlicensed frequencies. lnstitutions

need to askthe question, "What is

the business need for greens7ace

wi reless? " w hen cel I ular tech no I og ies

can handle the required caPacitY.

Sue A. Lakin

Manager,
Telecom m u nications

Purdue Universiiy
Lafayette, I N

The challenges in this business

never end. Two of the big wireless

challenges right now on camqus are

fult accessibility vs. security and

innovation vs. cost.

Mike Grundet

Senior Consultant,
Vantage TechnologY
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Concord, MA
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Thanks to the companies that support
ACUTA by advertising in this issue.
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0ur apologies to Nick Davis and the Univer
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0n one hand, historic living spaces

can be an excellent selling point,

especia I ly at well -estab I ished i n-

stitutions that have a distinguished
history. 0n the other hand, students

today are accustomed to certain
modern amenities, and seamless
WiFi is aI the top ot that list.

Kunal Hinduja

page 32

These tundamentally human con-
cerns can be seen only as risks to

be mitigated, or they can be viewed

as invaluable opportunities to
elevate and enrich an lT organiza-
tion's role as a trusted partner.

).D. Warnock
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Providing access on historical campuses

requires a lot of planning.
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Notification

by Samuel Shane

Being able to receive emergency alerts on

a cell phone from the institution's emer-

gency alert system is critical to today's

students.
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more effectively-but they also create
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What impact will the wireless Internet of
Things have on your network? What are
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some interesting perspectives.
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If you were at the conference last year,

you may recall that my request, deliv-

ered in song with help from Adrienne

Esposito, was that you "Stand by Me."

And I'm happy to say that you have. It's

been a great year.

During the past l2 months, we have

focused on some activities and strategies

that were designed to strengthen our
association and further our professional

careers. We looked at ways to develop

Ieadership skills. We provided up-to-the-
minute information on technology and

higher-ed topics through webinars, semi-

nars, and the conference. We changed

some aspects of ACUTAs governance

structure and invested in strategies to
enhance our visibility and increase our
membership numbers.

Beginning a year as a part of the gov-

ernance structure of ACUTA at the An
nual Conference is very motivational. If
you are not a regular attendee-or if you

have never come to the conferencel-you
may not realize what an inspiration it can

be to interact with so many great people

who not only understand what you do

but actually enjoy talking abour the

job-because they do it too!

Our final session in Dallas was called

"Conference Gold," and we left there

with the top 10 "golden nuggets"that

would be helpful to all of us. The top l0
Iist included the best Tweets of the event,

such as "ITIL isn't teaching something

new, but putting something you already

4 Spring 201 5 ACUTA Journal

know into best practices." That's sound

advice, as are "IT departments should

operate more like a startup than a Blue

Chip" and "Information sharing is power:

Be a collaborator, not a cowboy."

If you haven't already registered for
this year's conference, do it todayl Our
Program/Content Committee chair and

recently elected President-elect Arthur
Brant will lead another great interactive

session to close the event on Wednesday,

and you won't want to miss it!

In April the ACUTA board began the

steps necessary to complete a technol-

ogy upgrade, upon the recommendation

of the Technology Thsk Force. As we all

know, that is a very complex task that

requires a great deal of planning and

energy. Thanks to everyone, especially

ACUTA CEO Corinne Hoch and CTO

Aaron Fuehrer, ACUTA now has an

impressive new website that meets-or
exceedsl-our needs in some very practi-

cal ways. Check it out at www.acuta.org if
you haven't already experienced it.

In fune we announced our new

tagline: The Association for College and

University Technolo gy Advancement.

This new wording better reflects the

broad scope of communications as it has

evolved over the past few decades.

This has been a busy year for ACUTlfs
Legislative and Regulatory Affairs Com-

mittee with issues such as net neutrality
coming into the limelight again. ACUTA

has continued to provide excellent

Has it been ayear already? This time last year r already
had my ticket to Dallas and was ready to embark on the Grand
Adventure of being president of ACUTA.

information to members regarding what

has happened in Washington relevant

to higher-ed technology. Thanks to that

committee and its chair, Eric Breese, for
keeping us informed.

The Program/Content Committee,

under the leadership ofArthur Brant

and working with Michele West in the

Lexington offrce, has done a fantastic job

of providing high-quality programs to help

us stay on top of the latest trends and big

ideas this year. Sessions are available on the

website for a good number of topics, such

as "Meeting the Demands of Generation

WiFi" from the Fall Seminar in Boston

and "Wireless Do's and Don'ts" from the

Winter Seminar in Anaheim. As an added

bonus at the Fall Seminar, the Community
College of Rhode Island invited attendees

to its Security Awareness Day.

In September, ACUTAs DAS Thsk Force

released the document it created to provide

guidance to campus facilities folks when

either constructing a new building or re-

modeling an existing building. The docu-

ment, which defines what the task force felt

was necessary in terms of building access,

is available at www.acuta.org/das.

An Excellent ROl

As I draw near the end of my year as

president, I encourage you to take a good

look at your career and how your ACUTA

membership can help you. ACUTA is one

of the best investments you can make for
your campus and your career. For a very

reasonable fee, based on the size of your
institution's enrollment, you get access to a

wealth of information on the (new and im-
proved!) website. If you need information
about an emerging technology or the latest

trend, go to the website and check out the

eNews or the Journal. These publications

are filled with information you can use.

Ifyou need more than that, take advan-

tage of the amazing ACUTA professional

network by attending an event or simply
posing your question to the listserv. If
you aren't signed onto the listserv, you are

missing out on a valuable tool that is liter-
ally at your fingertips.



ACUTA also publishes regular legisla-

tive and regulatory updates, provided by

the "LeglReg" Committee and by distin-

guished legal advisors, f. G. Harrington

from Cooley LLP in Washington, D.C.,

and Ken Salomon from ThomPson Co-

burn LLP. You can get accurate opinions

on all the latest legal issues with just a

click.

You may be one of the many mem-

bers who has taken advantage of the no-

travel, low- or no-cost webinars ACUTA

has added to the educational program.

Technology has enabled us to stay cur-

rent on some important issues without

leaving the office, and that's another fine

benefit of membershiP.

ACUTA was founded on the Perceived

need to interact with other professionals,

and over the years, the conferences and

seminars have been a valuable asset to

many. Currently, ACUTA offers two dual-

track seminars each year, one in )anuary

and one in October. These events focus

tightly on two topics of relevance to IT/

telecom, with knowledgeable presenters

and an exhibit hali at both events' The

Annual Conference brings hundreds

of technology professionals together to

examine a wide range of topics such as

security, mobility, WiFi, networking,

DAS, SIRVoIR and lots more' The big-

gest benefit of all for many, however, is

the face-to-face networking that happens

at every event. As I said earlier, it's not

just inspiring but highly motivational'

As we all try to wear a growing num-

ber of hats on our campuses, we need to

sharpen our skills and must never stoP

learning. I wish that everyone on the

ACUTA roster could attend events' Our

already fantastic network would be even

greater! But we all have budget limita-

tions and time constraints that often

prevent us from travel and professional

development.

However, there is much to gain just

from being active in the organization' If
you have never served on a committee'

look at the list of committees that work

behind the scenes to build a stronger

ACUTA all the time. Find something that

interests you and join the committee.

Consider the various award Pro-

grams, such as the Institutional Excel-

Ience Award, and get your institution

involved in the competition for this very

prestigious award.

Run for an office on the board of

directors. Your input will be valued no

matter how large or small your school is'

If you ask anyone who has served on the

board, they will tell you the experience

you gain is unequaled.

There are plenty of opportunities for

growth. Just get involved.

What's on MY Desk?

I have had a full year at the University

of New Mexico as well. Like manY of

you, we are facing big issues on campus,

including ubiquitous cellular cover-

age strategies, upgrading our voice and

voicemail systems, upgrading the 891 1

system for future implementation of MS

Lync, enhancing fiber infrastructure with

copper reduction and removal projects,

upgrading securitY, and on and on.

It has been a busY Year at ACUTA, as

well, and we expect to see results from

our efforts in years to come' I have en-

joyed my year as president, and I appre-

ciate the supPort from ali of you. I hope

to see everyone at a future ACUTA event,

and I will always be available if you just

want to talk about the jobs that challenge

us all. Thanks for standing bY me.

Reach Mark at re4nolds@unm'edu.

MiCTA
4805 Town€ Centre

Suite 100

Saginaw, MI 48604

To11 Free: 888.964.2227

www.mictatech.or8

* Ready to ule, comPetitiv* bid contracts

* 18 Vendors cuffently under contract

$ Competitive Prtcing
* U"ii"e offetings exclusive b MiC'fA Members

* Administtative cost savings

$ Many flew Ptoducts and services available

Watch for newRFP on Distributed Antenna Systems

Nationally, M1CTA rcPresents membets ftom all types of non-profrt

entities including: education, govrcrnment, library' healthcare' charity'

publicsecfor and religious organizations' MiCTA produces and

publishes collaborative RFPs generating agreements that arc mad..

available to aJt M\CTA members in good stznding'
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To augment my column for this issue,
I have turned to J.G. Harrington, attorney
with Cooley LLR for his comments on
net neutrality issues that are relevant to
higher ed. J.G. is a member ofACUTAs
Legislative/Regulatory Affairs Committee,
and his grasp of the impact of various
legislation on higher ed is invaluable. I
also would like to thank all of the mem_
bers of our Legislative/Regulatory Affairs
Committee for their commitment to pro_
viding you with the information you need
in order to comply with ever_changing
regulations.

With help from J.G. Harrington,
Cooley LLp and Ken Salomon, Thomp_
son Coburn LLp the committee, chaired
by Eric Breese, monitors activities in
Washington that impact higher educa_
tion. This committee works diligently
year round to represent the interests of

6 Spring 2015 ACUTA Journat

ACUTA members. We have been closely
following the actions taken by the FCC
in the Wilson Booster case, and the FCC
incorporated ACUTA comments in the
final order. The following should be of
special note for all of us:

Net Neulrality position

ACUTA supports the concept of net_
work neutrality and works with other
higher-education associations to support
legislation and/or regulations that seek
to achieve this principle. We encourage
you to follow our timely updates, such as
the overview from Cooley LLp below, on
net neutrality; blogs; the monthly leglreg
newsletter; and podcasts-and to reach
out to us with any questions on higher
ed-impacting leg/reg issues.

FGG Releases Network Neutrality 0rder
March 72, 201 5. Today,the FCC released
its 400-page order (including g0 pages
of dissents from the two Republican
commissioners) in the network neutral_
ity proceeding. Despite speculation that
some of the rules might not have been re_
vealed in the FCC's previous public state_

ments, the order contains few surprises.
Highlights of the Order
. Scope ofthe rules: The rules apply
to "broadband Internet access service,,,
defined as any service, wired or wireless,
that provides access to substantially all
Internet end points, except for dial_up
services. The rules applyto both licensed

and unlicensed wireless services. The
rules do not cover (a) "specialized servic-
es" that use Internet Protocol but do not
provide access to the entire Internet, such
as voice over IP service offered over cable
facilities or medical monitoring devices;
(b) enterprise, virtual private network,
hosting, data storage, and Internet back-
bone services; or (c) "premises operators,,,
such as coffee shops, bookstores, and col_
leges and universities that provide access

to the Internet.
. Blocking: The rules prohibit block_
ing access to lawful content, applications,
and services, or blocking use of devices
that are not harmful to the network.
. Throttling: The rules prohibit
impairing or degrading Internet traf-
fic based on content, applications, or
services, or an end user's installation of a

device that does not harm the network.
. Paidprioritization: Therulespro_
hibit paid prioritization, which is defined
as using any technique to give some
traffic an advantage over other traf,nc in
return for any kind of payment or on
behal f of an affi Iiated entity.
. Tiansparency: The FCC retained the
existing rule requiring ISps to disclose
the terms and conditions under which
they provide service, including prices and
speeds. The new rules also require ISps
to disclose promotional rates, all data
caps and allowances, and packet loss, as

well as to provide specific notification
of network practices that are likely to
significantly affect consumers, use of the
service. The additional requirements will
not be applied to ISps with 100,000 or
fewer subscribers, at least initially.
. Generalconductrule: Broadband
Internet access providers cannot ..unrea_

sonably interfere with or unreasonably
disadvantage" either end users or edge
providers in the use of Internet service.
This rule is in addition to the specific
network neutrality requirements, and
questions under the rule will be ad_

dressed on a case-by-case basis.
. Interconnection: The FCC conclud_
ed that what it calls "commercial arrange_

Net.neutrality has made headlines lately, and its im-
pact 0n higher ed warrants a close look 5t the detiils.
Let's go to ACUTAs experts for the latest information.
In this issue of the Journal, you may very
well see yourselfreflected in the articles
on wireless security, 802. I lac, DASs, the
Internet of Things, and ByOD. . . If you
don't find something of interest in the en_

suing pages, I'll be very surprised. ACUTA
strives to provide a full complement of
resources that will bring you solutions
tailored to your needs. In the pages of
the spring lournal,yott will find articles
relevant to the issues I just mentioned,
plus another that is very important in our
information repository-legislative and
regulatory affairs.



ments for the exchange of traffic with a

broadband Internet access provider" are

within the scope o[ the common carrier

provisions of the Communications Act,

and therefore subject to complaints that

practices are unjust or unreasonable.

It did not adopt any specific rules, but

instead decided to "watch, learn, and act

as required" in response to complaints.
. Reasonable network management:

Most of the FCC's substantive require-

ments - but not the paid prioritization

rule - will be subject to an exception

for reasonable network management.

Network management is reasonable only

if it is "primarily used for and tailored to

achieving a legitimate network manage-

ment purpose." The FCC will consider

technical characteristics of the provider's

network in determining what is reason-

able, but did not provide any guidance

on how acceptable practices might differ

between wired and wireless services.

(This has suggested some concerns about

how wireless providers might differenti-

ate services as they move to 5G.)

. Reclassificationofbroadband

services: The FCC determined that

broadband Internet access should be

treated as a telecommunications service

subject to the common carrier require-

ments of the Communications Act. As

described below the order forbears from

applying some of those requirements to

broadband services.

. Thxes and fees: The FCC will not re-

quire broadband Internet access provid-

ers to contribute to the federal universal

service fund today, but is considering

whether to change the contribution rules

in another proceeding, and could require

contributions later. The FCC took simi-

lar action as to contributions to the fund

that supports Telecommunications Relay

Service. The FCC also concludedthat

the reclassification of broadband Internet

access as a common carrier service would

not affect the existing exemption from

state and local taxes under the Internet

Tax Freedom Act.

. State regulation: In addition to

classifring broadband Internet access as

a common carrier service, the FCC also

reaf6rmed that it is a jurisdictionally in-

terstate service. Based on that determina-

tion, the FCC concluded that the service

is not subject to state regulation. It also

determined that its decision to forbear

from certain types of regulation also

precludes states from applying the same

types of regulation.
. Enforcement and interpretation:

The order creates new procedures for

complaints about potential violations

of the rules and for issuing advisory opin-

ions on the permissibility of particular

actions that ISPs might take. The rules

permit formal and informal complaints

to the FCC, and the FCC can take action

to address specific complaints or take

broader enforcement action to impose

forfeitures or other remedies available to

it under the Communications Act. While

advisory opinions will not bind the FCC,

they will immunize a party that receives

one against enforcement actions unless

the FCC specifically advises the party that

the advisory opinion has been with-

drawn.

Gommon Garrier Regulation

The reclassification of broadband Inter-

net access as a common carrier service

subjects that service to a much differ-

ent regulatory regime than the one that

applied to it as an information service.

The order used the FCC's authority to

forbear from applying certain regulations

to craft a specific set of requirements for

broadband Internet access that are related

to, but distinct from the rules that apply

to telephone service.

These are the most significant re-

quirements that the FCC decided to apply

to broadband Internet:
. Limitations on Unjust and Unrea-

sonable Practices: The FCC will apply

the core elements of common carrier

regulation, which prohibit carriers from

engaging in unjust and unreasonable

practices and from unreasonably dis-

criminating among customers.

. Enforcement: The FCC will apply the

provisions of the Communications Act

that permit parties to file complaints with

the FCC about violations of the statute

or the rules. Parties also will be allowed

to file complaints in federal court, but

the FCC urged courts to send cases to the

FCC.
. Customer privacy: The customer

privacy obligations of Section 222 of the

Communications Act, which include a

requirement to obtain customer consent

before using information related to the

customer for marketing purposes, will be

applied to broadband Internet service.

The FCC is not, however, applying the

rules that implement Section 222 atthis

time, which leaves some question as to

how broadband Internet access provid-

ers will ensure that they comply with the

statutory requirement.
. Accessibility: The requirements to

provide accessible services for people

with disabilities will apply to broadband

Internet service. Many of these require-

ments already apply through other provi-

sions of the Communications Act.

These are the most significant require-

ments that the FCC decided not to apply

to broadband Internet:
. Pricing regulation: The FCC will not

apply any of its specific pricing rules to

retail broadband Internet and, specifi-

cally, will not require providers to file and

receive approval of tariffs listing their

prices and other terms and conditions. It

may review the reasonableness of rates,

particularly for interconnection, on a

case-by-case basis.

. Contribution requirements: As

noted above, broadband Internet ac-

cess providers will not be required to

contribute to the federal universal service

fund or to the Telecommunications Relay

Service fund, at least initiallY.

. Entryand exit requirements: Broad-

band Internet access providers will not

be required to obtain FCC approval to

begin providing service, to stop providing

service or to be bought or sold.

ACUTA Journal SPring 201 5 7



. Telephone-specificinterconnection

and unbundling: The interconnection

and unbundling rules adopted follow-
ing the Telecommunications Act of 7996

will not be applied to broadband Inter-
net access. This includes requirements

to permit resale of retail or wholesale

services.

. Truth in billing and slamming: The

FCC concluded that there is no need to
apply these rules to broadband Internet

access, particularly in light of the trans-
parency rule.

The classifi cation of broadband

service as a common carrier service also

permits providers to take advantage

of some benefits of being a common

carrier under the Communications Act.

Most notably, the FCC determined that
broadband providers will be eligible

to use utility poles and conduits in the
same way as telephone companies and
that broadband providers will be eligible
for universal service funding, provided

that they meet other requirements in the

Communications Act.

What Was Not Known Belore

The FCC's previous public statements

about the order described most of the
significant decisions it contains. There

were, as a result, only a few elements of
the order that could be thought of as

surprises. They included the following:
. The paid prioritization rule covers

affiliated entities: The focus in discus_

sions of this rule had been on third
parties paying for preferential access to
end users, but the rule also prohibits
preferential access - even if no money
changes hands - for affiliates of an ISp.

This is similar to the non-discrimination
rule the FCC adopted in 2010.
. Waivers of the paid priority rule:
The order creates a process for waiv-
ers of the paid priority rule if an ISp

can demonstrate that a waiver is in the
public interest. The standards for waiv_

ers are strict; in fact, the order notes that
waivers for telemedicine likely would
not be granted because it could be of_

fered as a specialized service.
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. Ability to rely on advisory opinions:
Some of the discussion during the FCC's

open meeting suggested that advisory

opinions would be entirely non-binding.
However, the actual rules give the party
that requests the opinion protection

against enforcement action unless the

opinion is revoked and the FCC gives

notice. This makes such opinions more

useful, although still only in a limited
way.

. Customer notice of network prac-
tices that are likely to significantly affect

consumers'use of the service: This

requirement was not mentioned at the

open meeting, and depending on how
it is applied, could require customer-

specific notice in certain circumstances,

or simply require notice that particular
kinds of uses (e.g., gaming) may be af-

fected by specific network management

techniques.

Next Steps

As the FCC indicated at the open meet-

ing, the order will not go into effect until
60 days after notice ofthe decision is
published in the Federal Register. There

is no specific time for Federal Register

publication, but an order this long may
take two weeks or more to appear. The
changes in the transparency rule also

must be reviewed by the federal Office

of Management and Budget before they
can go into effect, and that could take six
months or more.

Appeals of the decision can be filed as

soon as the order appears in the Federal

Register, and likely will be filed immedi-
ately. Because the FCC is treating this de-

cision as a response to the D.C. Circuit's
decision on the 2010 rules, it is likely that
the appeal will go to that court. Filing
an appeal will not automatically stay the

rules, so if the court does not grant a stay,

the rules will be in effect while the appeal

is being considered.

The rules also could be overridden if
Congress passes and the President signs

legislation creating a different network

neutrality regime. Unless the legislation

Iargely follows the framework of the FCC

decision, it does not appear likely that the

President would sign it. Congressional

Republicans also could try to overturn
the decision through a legislative veto

or a rider on an appropriations bill, but
those actions also would require Presi-

dential approval.

Keeping you informed about impor-
tant decisions such as we addressed above

is one of the unique commitments that

ACUTA is proud to make to our mem-

bers. It makes your ROI very meaningful.

At the conference every year, we rec-

ognize people and institutions that have

been part ofACUTA for 5, 10, 75,20, or
more years. People decide to rejoin be-

cause of the value ACUTA brings to them

through (1) educational resources such

as webinars, seminars, and the Annual

Conference as well as the publications-
the Journal,the eNews, and the legislative/
regulatory newsletter; (2) the professional

networking that happens not just at

face-to-face events but also on the great

listserv where you can ask how others are

handling the challenges you face; and (3)

the positive relationships we develop with
our corporate afEliates, who are happy
to be considered partners for our mutual
benefit.

Representation in Washington on
issues important to higher ed, BICSI, and
continuing education credits, exclusive

benchmarking research discounts, train-
ing discounts at the SIP School and the
DAS bootcamp, and many more benefits

create additional value to make that ROI
very impressive.

For 44 years ACUTA has been provid-
ing everything you need to make your
current career great and your next one

possible. We built a bridge from telecom-
munications to information technology,

expanding with the industry, and we

continue to strive to support IT all.

Reach Corinne any time at choch@acuta.
0rg.



Wireless Ghallenges on Gampus

Providing access on historical campuses

a lot of
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Ioauyt college campuses are inundated

with mobile device users. In the past five

years, students' primary form of com-

munication has shifted to smartphones,

tablets, and now wearables. These de-

vices, which process more and more data

each semester, have taken over the way

students interact with each othet their

friends and family at home, and many of

their professors who have set up virtual

classrooms and downloadable lesson

plans.

The call for more wireless accessibility

is also coming from the students'parents,

who are concerned about their children's

safety. More than 70 percent of 911 calls

are made from mobile phones, making it

critical that calls to police, fire depart-

ments, and emergency medical services

connect on the first try and do not drop.

Unfortunately, academia has been

struggling to keep up with the surge

in demand for data. Some colleges are

offering WiFi based on older, passive

distributed antenna systems (DASs) or

small-cell networks. Aside from bureau-

cratic red tape and other financial issues

that face most of the commercial real

estate world, universities have their own

unique challenges when it comes to offer-

ing wireless accessibility.

Aging Inlrastructure

Most new sports stadiums are well suited

for a DAS, but even modern venues need

upgrades for a sophisticated network that

can support a high volume of data. For

instance, a 2,000-square-foot head-end

room might be needed to store all of

the DAS equipment in the only avail-

able space beneath the grandstands. This

keeps the inner workings of the system

out of sight and ensures that the setup

does not disrupt the revenue-generating

operations of the venue. The room con-

taining the DAS equipment can be outfit-

ted with a waterproof membrane that

protects it and the valuable electronics

inside from water that could leak down

from the seating area. Rooms also need

HVAC, fire suppression, and a security

syslem.

Older structures like the ones at many

historic universities were not built with

radio frequency (RF) in mind, making it
a challenge to install the required fiber,

coax, and antennas. Besides the physical

materials, the RF design itself can be a

challenge, given that RF doesn t penetrate

concrete, steel, and thick load-bearing

areas of structures. Newer buildings are

more accommodating to the physical

portions of the installation, but the new

LEED standards still pose a challenge in

RF design.

To circumvent these obstacles, engi-

neers and construction managers need to

provide more cabling and a greater num-

ber of antennas, routers, and amplifiers,

which add to the hard costs ofthe proj-

ect. To maintain the flow of an RF signal,

we work around obstacles frequently.

However, in the case of a century-old

football stadium that seats 100,000 fans,

the obstacles might be the frame and

mechanics of the entire structure.

There also needs to be sPace for a

DAS head end (four to six racks of space

for each carrier), and a control station,

and room to connect the two, including

the appropriate amount of power and

cooling. Square footage is always a rare

commodity when building DAS projects,

and the amount of DAS and ancillarY

equipment that goes into a head end

can be significant depending on the size

of the DAS. If the location of the head

end is too far from the minimum point

of entry or main electrical system, costs

can skyrocket and more challenges in the

design come up given that more fiber and

coax are required.

A challenge within antiquated ath-

letic venues is that there are no existing

pathways to run cables. These conduits

often have to be constructed from scratch

inside the venue without disrupting op-

erations, and they ultimately need to con-

nect to the ceiling structure for antenna

placement. If no cable trays are available

to run fiber optics, the following tactics

(which were discussed at a 2014 ACUTA

meeting of stakeholders) can be deployed:

. Install fivo l-inch conduits from

either the closest IDF or the nearest acces-

sible cable tray to the inaccessible antenna

locations.
. There should be no more than a total

of 180 degrees ofbend without a pull

box. This could be two 90 degree, four 
,

by Kunal Hinduiaplan n ingreq u lres
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45-degree, or one 90_degree and two 45-
degree bends.
. All bends should be sweeping electri_

cal bends.
. The conduits should terminate into a

flush-mount deep electrical box.
. Refer to the local AHf and Articles
8 1 0 and 820 of NFpA 70 National Electri_

cal Code for requirements regarding

coaxial cable installation.

Each carrier has its own set of stan_

dards and preferences when it comes

to DASs. It is up to universities and
third-party engineering vendors to be

well versed in these standards, as they
will vary depending on the carrier and
the universities' infrastructure. Suppliers

must make it a priority to stay as up_to-
date as possible on the evolving standards

of the carriers and continuously give

feedback to the carriers for further devel_

opment of their procedures. This process

allows for a smooth working relationship
with the carrier and the university.

Yesterday's Buildings Meet Tomorrow,s

Technology

College residence halls have a similar
demand for data transmissions, but the
challenges can be even greater. Users are

not positioned within the line of sight of
an antenna, as is the case in an arena.

Everyone is confined by RF_blocking

walls in a complex structure.

The capacity and signal quality of a

DAS is especially important in residence
halls since students, who are heal,y data
users, spend much of their work time
in their rooms. Newer buildings tend to
have room for additional cabling and
mounting locations for the antennas, but
older buildings have the same challenges

as other university structures.

Schools that have older dorms, which
are not suitable for RR often require inva_
sive retrofltting for conduits to run fiber
and coax. This can be a catch_22 for the
university. On one hand, historic living
spaces can be an excellent selling point,
especially at well-established institutions
that have a distinguished history. On the
other hand, students today are accus_
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tomed to certain modern amenities, and
seamless WiFi is at the top of that list.
To balance these conflicting virtues,

the burden is on universities to invest

in telecommunication upgrades while
maintaining the historic charm of their
buildings.

Lecture halls present an interesting

situation in that they are smaller than an

arena and larger than a dorm room.
Although many can be served by an

omnidirectional antenna, the maze-

like structure that surrounds it can be

complex and may prove very difficult to
negotiate. America's higher-education

lecture halls are built into some of the

oldest buildings in the nation, which
contain classrooms ofvarying sizes. From
a tiny study group space of a few tables

to a lecture hall seating more than 1,000,

these rooms require varying levels of data

capacity, and some are simpler to connect
than others.

One of the most challenging aspects

of installing wireless communications

into these aging structures is navigating
their architectural integrity. To get cables

in and out, engineers often have to drill
through limestone that was quarried
hundreds ofyears ago. In addition to
historic preservation guidelines and regu-
lations, which make coring and drilling
an issue, asbestos removal and the cost

ofx-rays that need to be done prior to
installation add to the cost.

Academics, athletics, and on-campus
housing are the three basic settings for
college life. But a fourth tlpe of facil-
ity perhaps serves the most important
function on campus-university medical
centers.

Typically the most modernly outfitted
structure, these buildings are becoming
increasingly dependent on mobile data.
Doctors and patients alike are reliant
on the sharing of medical information
through mobile and medical devices,

streaming data, and cloud storage.

The diffrcult part about installing wire-
less solutions in medical infrastructure
is that the operation cannot be affected

even in the slightest. It's not like moving a

class down the hall for a week. A hospital
needs to run 24 hours a day, seven days a

week, and it needs to be fullv connected

at all times.

Historical Preservation

Many universities are owned by the state

and as such are subject to separate-and
sometimes obstructive-preservation
laws. For instance, a state might not allow
a university to drill through its 200-year-

old student union even if the project will
bring an increased amount of data to the
students and faculty inside.

Such provisions can often make or
break a DAS or small-cell installation
project and rewrite the university's wire-
less future. It is important for university
IT managers to be familiar with the
preservation laws to avoid conflict, work
around them, or even try to override
them through legislative means. With
each layer of government, there are new
levels of preservation regulations for
historical structures, so this is not an

easy task. But from an academic and
economic standpoint, it is well worth the
investment.

Public Salety

One of the most crucial tests for a wire-
less network is how it holds up during an

emergency. College venues located in re-

gions that are vulnerable to earthquakes

or blackouts require special attention and
some unique enhancements.

Antennas can be mounted with a

chain that tethers them to the ceiling. If
an earthquake shakes one from the struc-
ture, it would remain in a position that
keeps the network intact and people safe

during the chaos of the natural disaster.

It is a critical feature because more than
70 percent ofall emergency calls are

made within structures from mobile
phones, and those calls have to reach the
outside world in order to alert authorities
if there is a medical problem, an accident,
or even a fire or natural disaster. AIso,

the wireless network maintains the open
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radio frequency communication between

first responders-such as police, fire, or
emergency medical technicians-who are

deployed to help someone in need. With-
out a strong communications system,

lives could be endangered if something
were to go wrong during a game or
concert-

Final Thoughts

Meeting the needs of todayt technology-
driven campus and the expectations of a

generation of students raised in front of
a monitor certainly presents challenges as

we try to balance providing appropriate
infrastructure and maintaining historical
integrity. It isn't easy, but with the right

resources and careful planning, it isn't
impossible either.

Kunal Hinduja is president of ARA, a
m 0bi le tel eco m m u n icati ons se rvices co m-
pany that has installed DASs for a vailety
of projects. Contact him at khinduja@
arqwireless.c0m 0r visit www.arqwireless.
c0m.
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Advances in modern technology con-
tinue to improve how we interact with
each other and the world around us.

We continue to see the development of
better ways to complete both individual
and organizational tasks faster and
more ef8ciently with new or upgraded
technologies. As old concepts take new
shape, archaic systems and products are
replaced with more advanced versions.

And, many new technologies that were
originally designed for one application
are beginning to cross over into new
areas. Following suit, security tech_

nologies offer several new options and
capabilities that go beyond the typical
uses in traditional applications.

A mass notification system's

primary objective is to disseminate

one-way communication to individuals
or groups of individuals in the event
of an emergency. It provides the fastest

way to deliver a message to the masses

when a crisis situation arises. However,
with advancements in software technol-
ogy and successful systems integration,
mass notification systems have taken
on a much broader scope of functional_
ity. In addition to having the ability to
send an intelligible audio broadcast to
an enabled security communication

device, new mass notification technology
is making it possible for organizations
to establish two-way communication
to improve both internal and external
operational processes. AdditionallS
recent changes made to the NFpA 72

2010 make it possible for emergency

communication systems to broadcast

informational messages.

Three delivery models for a mass

notification platform are available,

i ncludi ng hosted soft ware, on-premises,

or a hybrid of the rwo. While all three
models make it easy to send thousands

of notifications through text messages,

e-mails, landline phones, pagers, fax, and
BlackBerry Messenger, the future looks
especially bright for the cloud-based

version that is available as software-as-

a-service (SaaS). The hosted applica-
tion is available off-site where users can
gain instant access to send alerts from
a mobile or Web app through real-time
connectivity to the Internet. The hosted
platform requires no hardware or soft-
ware installation.

The new mass notification technol-
ogy is empowering corporations, edu-
cational institutions, and government
agencies with new ways to use their ex-
isting communication tools beyond typi-

cal security functions to boost efficiency
and improve operational functions.

Robust Dala Genters Monitor lT
Systems, Alert Stalf

At the IT level, notification of events af-
fecting data security and network outages

can be sent to appropriate staff members
immediately before they cause down-
time or delays. The integration of data
monitoring software into mass notifica_
tion platforms eliminates the need for a

business's IT staff members to monitor
processes and systems. In the event of
an issue, the notification platform will
automatically send IT an alert so the
employee on duty can quickly fix the
existing problem.

Within a business, automatic remind-
ers can be set up in advance on behalf of
the help desk team members to cut down
on expiring passwords and reset issues

among employees.

There are several ways notification
technology is helping facilities depart-
ments within organizations function
more efficiently. Many businesses are us-

ing notification platforms to keep every-
one informed about inclement weather
and possible natural disasters. The tech-
nology not only allows the message to be

Snapshot

And Then There's Mass Notification
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delivered to thousands of employees at

once, it also provides a way for them to

respond with important information.

Mass Notilication on GamPus

Colleges and universities embraced mass

notification technology early on as a

way to send out emergency messages to

students, staff, and visitors on campus'

Emergency communication systems

aren't just for emergencies anymore.

Many colleges and universities rely on

mass notification to streamline day-to-

day communications. Mass notification

platforms are being used on camPuses

to alert faculty members about a meet-

ing update and inform students that a

class venue has changed or remind them

of approaching or shifting deadlines,

special events, or a change in office

hours.

When storms hit, colleges are also

using notification to inform students

about canceled classes or building

closures caused by unsafe conditions,

flooded parking lots, and power outages'

Personal notifi cation technologY

is also helping college officials reach

students, staff, and visitors who are part

of an updated database through text

messages, e-mails, and social networks'

Conclusion

There are several more ways mass no-

tification software has helped improve

productivity and operational processes

for businesses within a growing number

of industries' We will continue to see

the rise of mass notification technolo-

gies in new spaces, resulting in increased

opportunities for integration beyond

traditional security applications'

Thanks to Samuel Shane, chairman

at Talk-A-Phone, for providing this

information. Visit their website at www'

tal kap h o n e. co m/AC 84 f o r ad diti o n al

information.
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by Paul Korzeniowski I

Time t0 Deploy wireless security Gameras?

wireless connections enable campus police to
monitor remote locations more effectively-
but they also create challenges

lffth .u-p,r, violence gaining more
national attention than ever, security has
become a hot topic on college cam_
puses. In 2014, 15 incidents occurred at
14 different campuses from across the
country (see Figure 1). In the attacks, l2
individuals were killed, and dozens were
wounded.

Sexual assaults are also gaining more
attention on campus. Mixing alcohol and
hormones frequently leads to problems.
In fact, the United States Department of
fustice found that one in five women will
be sexually attacked during their college
years. As this area gains more attention,
schools are taking steps to provide a safer
environment for everyone.

Wireless Systems to lhe Rescue?

Wireless security systems are one yr'ay to
improve safety on campus, and inter_
est in these systems is growing: Market
research firm Research and Markets Inc.,
expects global CCTV revenue to rise at
a compound annual growth rate of 12

percent from 2015 to2020.
Schools understand that they need to

take steps to protect students, staff, and

14 Spring 2015 ACUTA Journal

college property. Tiaditionally, wireless ln2}}g,California State University
security systems, dubbed closed-circuit Long Beach installed approximatery 60
TV (ccrv) solutions, have been expen- 6211s145-2fsut two-thirds of which are
sive and difficurt to operate' However, as wireless connections-across campus.
costs go down and operating becomes ,,The number of crimes in the areas
more user-friendly, more schools are where we put the cameras dropped
deploying these systems. significantly-more than we expected,,,

Deterring crime is obviously the main stated pascal. The system herpeJ 
"umpusdriver ofadoption for these systems. police identif, and arrest suspects; solve

wireless cameras allow security teams several break-ins and auto theft cases;
to capture video as individuals and cars and deter crime.
come and go. Police look.for suspicious 

Benelits ol Wirelessactivity, such as cars circlinq past oDen
spaces or a person tirrg.rirrf ,.u, ,n wireless solutions have plenty of attrac-

entrlnvay. lf suspect activity is identi- tIVe leatures' starting with convenience.

fied, cameras allow officials to zoom in In many cases, parking lots, maintenance

and take pictures of the individuals or buildings, and dormitories sit in remote

car license plate numbers. Police can be areas that are difficult to patrol. For

dispatched to the location ifneeded. lnstance' the University ofTexas at San
,,Universities 

want to have as much Antonio (UTSA) has a 600_space parking

tangible data available as possible, so thev 
lot that is nol close to a wired connection.

can successfully prosecute and prevent -^ 
"]nt wireless system was the most

crime," said David L. Perry, assistant vice ertectlve way to get data from such a

president for safetywho is also chiefof Iar-away area without the cost associated

police for Florida State University and with a wired system," said Daniel Pena,

president ofthe International Association 
UTSA assistant police chief' cabling costs

of Campus Law Enforcement Officials. $'50 to $ I '00 per foot, so the further

Wireless security cameras help uni- away the location, the higher the cost. A
versities meet safety goals because they wrreless connection costs a few hundred

monitor local and remote sites ,ar.n oru. dollars'

a week,24 hours a day. schools that have wireless systems are less intrusive.

put in such systems report that crime has colleges do not have to dig up paths and

decreased-in some cases, quite dramati- clear areas as they would to lay wired
cally. Criminals seem to understand that connections' "To put in a wired connec-

their chances ofgetting caught increas. tion' we would have been trenching all

with the availability ofvideo evidence. over the place, which is horribly disrup-
and many are deciding itt just not worth tive"'said Greg Pascal, communications

the risk. and IS manager for the California State



University Long Beach Police Depart-

ment. Schools sometimes lack the man-

power and expertise needed to lay the

cabling across campus and need to hand

the work to outside contractors.

The cameras also have special features

because they need to work in various

types of lighting. During the day, plenty

of natural light is available. At night, the

systems must work in the darkness. When

a scene contains bright, shaded, and

intensely lighted areas all together, image

quality can suffer.

Suppliers have developed various im-

aging technologies that help address the

lighting disparity. For instance, security

vendor Pelco, Inc., created SureVision, a

system designed to significantly improve

the viewer's ability to identifr details in

low or bright light. SureVision combines

wide dpramic range, low-light, and anti-

bloom capabilities, automatically adjust-

ing to highly varied lighting conditions'

So the quality is good even for a low-pixel

camera.

A pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) function

enables remote operators to move the

camera to different viewing angles. For

instance, they may want to zoom in on a

person trying to open a locked door or

get the license number of a suspicious

car. Here again, the range of options dif-

fers depending on the camera model'

A video management sYstem helPs

Iaw enforcement collect and manage the

images. A school collects a lot of video,

but how can it be used to improve secu-

rity? Sitting and watching hours of tape

can be time consuming. Vendors have ad-

dressed this concern by adding analytics

capabilities to their systems to speed up

viewing of the tapes. Also, in some cases,

the securiry system automatically detects

the presence of people and vehicles and

notifies security personnel of a potential

problem, so proactive steps can be taken'

The Budget, the Network, and Security

Ghallenges

As good as they are, wireless systems do

present college communication man-

agers with challenges. The devices are

expensive, costing twice as much as wired

alternatives in some cases. Security ap-

plications are bandwidth hogs that often

have a major impact on the quality of

traffic traveling on campus networks' The

solutions can be difficult to deploy and

require ongoing care and maintenance in

order to be effective.

Complicated wireless camera systems

include many different components as

they support a variety of functions' Video

encoders are required at each end of the

network connection, and cameras need

to be purchased and installed. Logically,

lower-priced systems typically deliver

poorer resolution than higher-priced

systems. Pixels are one area of differentia-

tion. A pixel is a mark on a screen' The

more pixels the system has, the better the

image quality.

For the communications manager, the

key element is the network connection'

A wireless network link operates in a

specific licensed band. Wireless computer

network equipment typically uses radio

signals in either a 2.4 G}irz range or a 5

GHz range, and each has its own pluses

and minuses. Cordless phones, automatic

garage-door openers, and other home

appliances run in the 2.4 GHz band, so

interference becomes possible. The 5

GHz band is used only for wireless data

communication. A 5 GHz network can

carry more data than a2.4 GHz network'

The higher the frequency of a wireless

signal, the shorter its range, so a2.4GHz

network covers the larger range. Also, the

higher frequen cy 5 GHz network signals

do not penetrate solid objects nearly as

well as do 2.4 GiHz signals, limiting their

reach inside buildings.

Whether or not to tie the securitY

transmissions into the campus network

is an important consideration. Video

systems are bandwidth intensive' "We

transmit 1 terabl'te of information each

day,'noted Pascal at California State Uni-

versity Long Beach. That volume may in-

terfere or overwhelm a campus network'

If the transmissions are too great, then

the video system may experience a blip or

even crash, and the transmission appears

t
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Figure 1. Campus Shootings in 2014

Month .......... School ........... ...'..'. Event

January ....... widener university.........................1 student sh0t and critically iniured

January ....... Purdue University...........................1 student sh0t and killed

January ....... South Carolina State Univ...............1 student shot and killed

January ....... Los Angeles Valley College'.......'....1 student shot and killed

January ....... Tennessee State University.....,.......1 student shot in the leg

January ..,.... Eastern Florida State C011e9e..........1 student shot

February ...... Univ. of Southern California ...........1 student shot

February....... san Jose state University ...,..........1 knife-wielding student shot

and killed bY Police

May..............Paine College.. ..'.""1 student shot

ffii Paine College.. .'......A second student shot one day later

fr4ay .. Georgia Gwinnett College......." " " 1 student shot

M;i....... .. .. Univ.-of California Santi Barbara ,..A student shot 5 individuals (3 fatally),

stabbed 3 fatallY, and injured 4

with his car before committing suicide

May..............Seattle Pacific University........... " '3 students shot; 1 fatally

September ... lndiana State University ........."" "' 1 student shot

November.... Florida State University...'....... " " 3 students shot
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choppy blurred, or blank. Such problems

could render strong surveillance moot.
Security is another consideration.

Some schools promote open access to
network resources with few, if any, secu-

rity checks in place to keep intruders out
of the campus network. Consequently,

outsiders may 6nd it easy to gain access

to the CCTV network. Since this system
is used for law enforcement, the school
may want to add security checks to the
transmissions.

In some cases, a achool puts the
CCTV system on a separate network. If
the school's staff is not capable of install-
ing the systems for any reason, third-
party vendors are a viable alternative.
When making such decisions, com-
munication between the campus police

and the communications department is

needed to design the best system. "The

communications manager and team

were key to our understanding how to
design the system; they were the network
experts," noted Pascal.

Making ll Work

Placement of the system is important.
Law enforcement wants to get a clear
picture of the activity taking place in an
area. Meeting this desire can be difficult
because natural and man-made impedi-
ments, such as trees, poles, and buildings,
may block the viewing area. The place_

ment often is dynamic. "We found that
some locations did not offer as good a
view later as they did initially,,, said pascal

at California State University Long Beach.

Shrubs grow and campus configurations

change, so the system has to adjust to
those changes.

Depending on the location, other
ancillary items may be needed. Cameras

may be located on light poles and other
structures placed around campus. The

cameras need to be tamper proof, so they
typicaliy are housed in protective casing.

Finally, schools have to make it
known where and what they are record-
ing around campus. Signs must be posted

and visible in any areas where surveil-
lance occurs.

Vendors Jump into the Market

The growth of wireless security on
campus has attracted a variety ofvendors
to this field, including ADT Security Ser_

vices LLC; Axis Communication; Bosch
Security Systems, Inc.; Flir Systems, Inc.;
Hangzhou Hikvision Digital Technol_

ogy Co.; Honeyr,vell International, Inc.;
Panasonic Systems Networks Co., Ltd.;
Pelco, Inc.; Samsung Techwin; Schneider
Electric; Sony Corp.; Toshiba Corp.; Tyco
International, Ltd.; Vicon Industries, Inc.;
and Zhejiang Dahua Technology Co., Ltd.
Competition should bring prices down
making the technology an option for
more campuses.

Final Thoughts

Security is becoming an ever-more
important consideration on many cam_
puses. Consequently, universities have

been searching for ways to improve their
surveillance systems. Wireless systems

offer them a way to more closely moni-
tor suspicious activity; but deploying
these systems is a complex task, one that
requires plenty of informed planning as

well as close cooperation between the
communications department and the
campus police.

Paul Korzeniowski is a freelance writer
who specializes in communications issues
and is based in Sudbury, Mass. He has
been writing ablut these issues for more
than twl decades and can be reached at
paulkorzen@aol.com.
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Five Steps to Simplify and Secure BYOD

How do you accommodate multiple devices
without comprom ising secu rity?

Gl.g". and universities are at the

forefront of bring-your-own-device
(BYOD). For years, students have arrived

on campus with their own devices-lap-

tops, smartphones, e-readers, tablets, and

gaming consoles-expecting to connect

to the network. Faculty, too, are bringing

personal devices into the classroom to

enhance teaching and simplify their own

lives.

Most institutions are eager to leverage

BYOD to expand the learning environ-

ment from the classroom to an1'where,

anytime. This presents IT with a signifi-

cant set of challenges: How do you pro-

vide ubiquitous connectivity for the sheer

number and variety of devices arriving

on campus and ensure a reliable user

experience without sacrificing security

and control?

Wireless provides the means to make

network access ubiquitous. But to ac-

commodate secure mobility for BYOD,

IT needs to accurately identifr each user,

provide appropriate privileges, and main-

tain connection records for troubleshoot-

ing and compliance needs.

Oftentimes these tasks are supported

via a wireless controller, which also pro-

vides RF management, traffic forwarding,

application controls, and other network

services.

As the number of user devices and

authentications increase, it's now becom-

ing a best practice to offload the security

features to a dedicated access platform.

According to industry research firms,

including Gartner, IDC, and Forrester,

features that are key to successful BYOD

environments include unified access with

a single platform for policy manage-

ment, security, and enforcement, as well

as services such as onboarding and guest

access.

Let's look at five of the most common

issues IT faces in higher education and

consider some tips and best practices to

help simplifr and secure BYOD.

Workflow Aulomation

In the age of BYOD, IT can't directly

manage user devices, and it's not realistic

to manually configure access and security

settings on every mobile device across the

entire institution.

It's now necessary to streamline the

configuration of security settings, SSIDs,

and device registration. IT needs work-

flows to be automated and, to the degree

possible, to leverage a self-service model.

In particular, users need the ability to

onboard and configure their own devices

without IT involvement or help-desk

assistance.

The best way to accomplish this is

with Web-based portals. The portals

enable students, faculty, staff, and other

regular users to self-register their devices

for network access and to configure them

with proper security and authentication

settings. In addition, IT can enable users

to register devices such as projectors,

printers, and Apple TVs by simply filling

out an online form.

Likewise, a captive portal provides

visitors with simple and secure guest

network access, so alumni, potential stu-

dents, visiting scholars, and other visitors

can get onto the WiFi network without
burdening the help desk. IT can also

use the portal to personalize the guest

experience, as well as to promote campus

events, services, and amenities.

The MAC address of each connected

device provides a means to create policies

that allow or deny access. For example,

students-and their devices-come and

go, as do guests, so IT can set a timer to

age-out these addresses. For instance,

student addresses can be aged out at the

end of the academic calendar, while guest

access can be limited to 24 hours.

Workflow automation has numerous

benefits for IT, and also improves the user

experience by giving users control over

provisioning and onboarding their own

devices, when it's convenient for them.

Dillerentiated Access Policies

With BYOD, it's crucial to define access

policies based on the user role-such
as faculty, administration, staff, and

students-as well as to define device

roles. For example, IT needs the ability

to identifr campus-owned computers,
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printers, and other devices from BYOD

devices, and to control how each class of
user and device is given access to network

resources.

To illustrate, a student may be allowed

to access the business school network

using his laptop and smartphone, but not
his gaming console. Likewise, IT needs

the ability to set appropriate policies for
guest access. Guest and campus traffic
should remain separate even though they

share common wireless infrastructure.

It helps to have a policy management

system that includes AAA services and

provides both role- and device-based

enforcement. In granting access rights,

a policy management system should

leverage contextual data such as user

roles, device types, location, day ofweek,

and time of day, and continually confirm
the identity of the user employing that

device.

To authenticate users and authorize

the use of resources, a policy manage-

ment system must be able to leverage

multiple identity stores, from internal
databases to LDAP-compliant directo-

ries. Support for multiple identity stores

enables IT to manage and enforce policies

across multiple domains, such as autono-

mous departments, ensuring that policies

are applied consistently across the institu-
tion.

0ptimal Bandwidth

BYOD can also create bandwidth chal-

lenges on campuses that can undermine

user confidence in the network. One

challenge is that older, slower devices

must coexist with newer, faster ones, and

older devices can slow down everyone.

To avoid this problem, the WiFi network
needs to optimize the connection for
each type of device.

Network congestion is another prob-
lem, particularly as students, teachers,

and staff bring multipte WiFi-enabled

devices onto campus. Since WiFi is a

shared medium, IT needs a way to expe-

dite education-related traffic in class-

rooms and lecture halls and to constrain
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personal trafEc, such as students who

want to use Hulu, YouTube, and Netflix
just for entertainment.

To deliver the performance that

students need in crowded academic envi-

ronments like lecture halls and media-

rich surroundings such as dormitories,

IT needs to ensure that the campus has

adequate and intelligent WiFi capacity.

WiFi coverage must extend perva-

sively to all parts of a campus, with uni-
formly good signal levels. If you currently
have 802.1 ln WiFi, consider deploying

802.1 lac gigabit WiFi in areas that serve

the highest number of users. Then, over

time, migrate fully to 802.1 lac WiFi.

RF management techniques should

be employed to maximize coverage and

network capacity, while avoiding interfer-

ence. The WiFi network should also have

the capability to recognize delay-sensitive

traffic, such as voice and video, even if they

are encrypted or appear as Web traffic.

To differentiate traffic and control it
appropriately, invest in next-generation

mobility firewalls that perform deep

packet inspection. Wireless-specific

firewall controls provide granular ap-

plication information that lets IT make

informed decisions about allocating WiFi
bandwidth for critical apps, as well as

implement quality-of-service policies,

such as prioritizing education-related

application traffic.

IT can also use this information to
control bandwidth-consuming peer- to-

peer traf6c from clients like BitTorrent

that originate from WiFi-enabled devices.

Stay Connected While Boaming

Keeping users connected as they change

Iocation is also a crucial component

when supporting BYOD. Authentication

can be done on a daily, weekly, or per-

semester basis, and the network designed

to span the campus; but, in a poorly de-

signed network, as students walk between

buildings checking their class registration

status or grades, they can potentially

bring a wireless network to its knees due

to re-authentications.

Providing uninterrupted roaming can

be tricky, in part because smart devices

go to sleep and wake up over and over

throughout the day. When large numbers

of devices wake up simultaneously across

the campus (for example, as class periods

end), the authentication infrastructure

can get overwhelmed, causing connectiv-

iry problems and poor user experience.

Both the WiFi infrastructure and the

authentication services have roles to play

in roaming. At a minimum, there needs

to be suffrcient WiFi coverage to support

roaming. In addition, the WiFi solution

must optimize connections and keep

them from dropping.

Some WiFi solutions include traffrc

optimization features that ensure a user

device connects to the best access point.

For example, a smartphone typically

connects to the first access point it en-

counters and stays connected, even ifthe
user roams far away. The WiFi solution

should be smart enough to hand off that

user to the nearest access point with the

strongest signal.

IT also needs to provide authentica-

tion services that can follow users wher-

ever they go and keep them connected as

they change location. The authentication

services need to scale to accommodate

the increasing number of devices coming

onto a campus.

Given these requirements, IT must

determine when offloading authentica-

tion from the WiFi infrastructure to a

dedicated authentication solution makes

sense. Using a dedicated solution frees the

WiFi infrastructure to optimize the RF

environment without being bogged down

handling authentication requests.

Visibility and Reporting

Understanding what connects to a

network is also an important BYOD

consideration. To address performance

and compliance requirements, IT needs

to know where devices are being used,

how many per user, and which operating

systems are supported.



For example, if a university is in-

formed that an illegal movie download

has been traced to an IP address on its

campus, IT needs the ability to trace

all the activity tied to that IP address.

To ensure proper management,

planning, and reporting, IT needs per-

session logs and a tool that monitors

network connections, lingerprints de-

vices, and provides visibility into each

user and device. A policy management

solution that provides robust monitor-

ing will help administrators identifr
and resolve WiFi and authentication

issues quickly.

For planning purposes, IT also

needs trend analysis capabilities. For

example, if an increasing number of
network devices are seen in certain

areas of the campus, such as dorms or

the student union, you can schedule

a WiFi upgrade or expansion in those

areas lirst. Knowing which access

points are starting to reach their

capacity makes it easy to plan ahead

and keep the network optimized and

available.

Achieve Your BY0D Goals

Education leaders see BYOD as an

opportunity to diversifu and expand

the teaching and learning environment

and to increase student engagement

with technology and technology-

enabled learning. A robust WiFi solu-

tion lets you achieve the goal of any-

time, anywhere network access while

simplifiring life for IT and improving

the end-user experience.

Today's WiFi and policy manage-

ment solutions are sophisticated and

robust, enabling higher-ed institu-

tions to fully-and securely-embrace

BYOD. In addition, leading institu-

tions are leveraging vendor ecosystem

partnerships to extend the functional-

ity of their WiFi solutions with ad-

ditional services, such as single sign-on

and 6rewalling, from third parties.

BYOD in higher ed is no longer

something to just live with-it's some-

Another Line of Defense

Edulok is a multifactor authentication that the developer says is

far more secure than anything else on the market. The technol-

ogy requires a token-either a physical passkey or the mobile

app-to log in to secure networks and servers.

Even if a server is hacked, the technology prevents hackers

from getting all the puzzle pieces they need. The technology

encrypts user data and fragments and disperses it across 12

Iocations worldwide, where it is no longer accessible to identity

thieves, thus producing an unparalleled level of security specifi-

cally for the education industry. Even Edulok (www.edulok.

com) can't access it, and data do not remain on the passkey or

phone. The idea is that data cannot be compromised if it does

not exist.

With an Edulok passkey, students and staff can access pri-

vate netlvorks, Web portals, e-mail, and applications without the

need for numerous, antiquated, and vulnerable username and

password combinations. Instead of providing a username and

password to gain access, the user connects a physical passkey

token to the USB port or NFC reader or connects the mobile

token via Bluetooth technology or WiFi. The passkey triggers

Edulok s cloud technology, accessing the data. Neither the

physical token nor the mobile solution contains any personal

data.

The solution comes in two versions. The Standard Edi-

tion gives access to a mobile passkey security token for a small

per-user monthly fee, and the Pro Edition includes the mobile

passkey and a full set of physical passkeys, plus the ability to

manage multiple tokens for an additional charge.

thing that needs to be managed. With the

right solution, you can embrace BYOD,

simplif, operations, and ensure a solid

user experience regardless of what a user

brings to campus.

Trent Fierro is a product and solutions
marketing manager at Aruba Networks

with responsibility for developing and
executing Aruba's ClearPass and BY)D
strategy. He has more than 15 years of
industry experience with field sales and
sen ior p r)d u ct marketi ng manage ment
p)s itions at Synj ptics C o m m u n icati o ns,

Cisco, Net 1ptics, and Avenda Systems.
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Where Wireless Rules

A view of two solid 802.11ac deployments

[.o11.g. IT staffs had cheerleaders, the

cry in every computer center would be,

"Wireless Rules! Legacy Drools!"
Even without pompons and sis-

boom-bah, both college administrators

and network managers know that the

number-one players on campus are on

the WiFi team. And there will be a WiFi
dynasty ruling campuses for quite a while
to come. That gives campus technology

managers a challenge both today and

down the road. It is not enough to roll
out some flavor of WiFi and call it a day.

University ol San Diego

At the University of San Diego (USD)

in California, the move to WiFi was not
championed by the traditional drivers like

network efficiencies or dollar savings.

"Our students demand WiFi," says

Douglas Burke, senior director of net-

work infrastructure, systems, and services

at USD. USD is a private university with
more than 8,100 students and,875

academic staff. They want it everywhere,

as Burke discussed at ACUTTIs Winter
Seminar in fanuary.

Over the past several years, USD had

been implementing an ad hoc mixture

of wireless devices from 3Com, Foundry,

AT&l Apple, and, as Burke discovered
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to his chagrin, "whatever the students or
faculty brought in from home."

In 2005, the college settled on

Aruba as its wireless provider. "We began

installing their APs (access points) in
the residence halls, our Law School and

School of Business," he says. USD's move

to gigabit WiFi was kicked off with three

pilot programs conducted in various

locations on campus.

Going into 2015, USD is finishing up

the first phase and preparing to enter the

second phase of its wireless implementa-

tion.

USD's network is 10 gig between the

core and data center. "Distribution net-

works are built with 12 Cisco Nexus 7000

(9-slot) chassis in highly available (HA)

with redundancy,' Burke says. "Our edge

switches are going to be replaced with
3750x (802.3at) with 10 gig uplinks to

the distros."

USD has cabled and terminated

CAT6a all of their classrooms and of-
fices. "Phase II will cable the residence

halls and Phase III will be the purchase

and installation of new switches and

Wave 2 access points," Burke says. The

new infrastructure at USD will support

more than 15,000 unique devices dailS
providing a truly mobile environment

in classrooms, residence halls, academic

offices, and meeting places as well as

outdoor locations-even the universitv's

tram stops.

As for Phase II, USD is being very

strategic, anticipating Wave 2 technology.

"We still want to keep moving ahead with
cabling the residence halls with CAT 6a

and upgrading the edge switches to the

3750x," he says.

"Timing was critical for us since

802.71ac was/is not ready for prime

time and our cabling Phases I and II are

strategic to give the WiFi industry time to

catch up with the standards," Burke says.

In particular, they are looking forward to

Wave2.

"We aren't planning on spending

money on Wave 1 products just to throw
them out in 12 months for Wave 2,"

Burke says.

West Ghester University

The situation was a bit different at West

Chester University (WCU) in Pennsyl-

vania. With 16,000 students and 1,700

faculty and staff, WCU is the largest of
the 14 universities in Pennsylvania's state

higher-education system and the fourth-
largest university in the Philadelphia area.

According to [,1S. News (t World Report,

WCU is one of the top regional universi-

ties in the north. West Chester also is

one of only three Pennsylvania schools

ranked in the top 100 Kiplinger "best

buys" in American public higher educa-

tion. In fall 2073 the university began

offering its first doctorate, the doctorate

of nursing practice. A blossoming reputa-

tion like that has to be backed by solid

infrastructure.

"We had to select a platform that was

scalable to meet future WiFi needs," says

Adel Barimani, vice president for infor-
mation services and chief information

officer at West Chester.

The school faced a unique opportu-
nity. In the course of designing five new

state-of-the-art student living facili-

ties, the IT department realized that a

high-speed WiFi network could be used

by Curt Harler
Contributing Editor



for all network access as an alternative

to the wired Ethernet access network to

significantly reduce costs and at the same

time provide access convenience for stu-

dents using several mobile WiFi-enabled

devices.

"Given this opportunity, we created

an all-wireless environment using Aruba

Networks wireless solutions to deliver

high-performance WiFi to students j'

Barimani says. With the arrival of gigabit

WiFi, WCU also deployed an all-wireless

enterprise solution, starting the major

deployment with the new residence halls.

The solution leveraged the 802.1 1ac

standard to deliver the coverage, capacity,

and performance needed in many of
the residence halls. The time frame was

to accomplish this task by fall2014 for

the latest residence hall and some other

traditional residence halls.

To ensure a successful rollout ofthe
new 802.1 l ac wireless network, West

Chester conducted a pilot within a three-

story building to confirm that through-

put was maximized and the new technol-

ogy would meet the school's needs.

For the new residence hall, it was a

matter of planning and cutting the cord

and only deploying WiFi. The traditional

residence halls had only wired access

prior to this current WiFi deployment.

Today at WCU, the newer residence halls

are totally wireless, but the solution uses

basic infrastructure deployment and the

campus backbone lor general connectiv-

ity, with fewer switches deployed.

Other Netwotks

If you are rolling out WiFi, go big or

go home. One of the concerns many IT

directors face is bandwidth competition

from other devices.

USD went big. "We saturate the

airspace," Burke says. That gives them the

upper hand on the airwaves.

"We faced a significant IT challenge,"

Barimani says. "Our 5,000 students 1iv-

ing on campus were bringing their own

wireless routers and plugging them into

the wired ports in our residence halls

and student apartments." This was quite

similar to the challenge at USD.

As the volume of these routers

grew, the problems caused by interfer-

ence-and the resulting calls to WCU's

help desk-escalated. "Clearly, we had to

figure out a better way to deliver the reli-

able, high-performing wireless access our

students were demanding, while meeting

the network security and cost-efliciency

parameters that our IT department

required," he says.

Barimani says they experience oc-

casional interference from items such as

microwaves in the dorm rooms. However,

they were relieved to find that other gen-

eral wireless devices have not had a major

impact on the system.

"similar to any major deployment of
WiFi technology, the system will have its

general issues as new operatinS systems
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are installed on mobile devices or new

devices come on the market before the
latest patch deployments," Barimani

acknowledges. However, he is confi-

dent that companies-including Aruba

Networks-have been staying on top of
releasing patches timely to avoid major
problems.

"Technology, in general, is a mov-
ing target, and you have to continue to
be vigilant about upgrades and main-
tenance," he says, noting that new WiFi
mobile devices show up on the market

and in the stores on a weekly basis.

"We have nearly 60,000 unique de-

vices on our WiFi deployment regularly,'

Barimani says. "With the latest release

of wearable technologies such as smart

watches and other WiFi devices, this mo-
bile device number on the WiFi network
is only going to increase."

WCU definitely went big, too. The

new infrastructure comprises more than

1,000 indoor and outdoor access points

with Aruba ClientMatch technology,

which intelligently pairs wireless devices

with the best available AP to ensure

the highest network performance and

the best user experience. It does this by

gathering performance information from
mobile devices and using it to intel-

ligently steer each device to the best AP

based on signal strength, traffic load, and

connection type.

"In my opinion deploying WiFi
minimally is no longer an acceptable

scenario," Barimani says.

Securing the Wireless

"IT security, in general, is always a major
concern. It is no longer a matter of
'if' there will be a securiry breach, but
'when,"'says Barimani. "We all have to be

prepared for that, and in the meantime

we have to be vigilant in working with
vendors to ensure that security protocols

are up-to-date."

For specific WiFi security, West

Chester selected Aruba's ClearPass

Access Management System, with the

Guest, OnGuard, Policy Manager, and

QuickConnect modules. "This system

provides us with solid security features.

ClearPass combines context-based policy
management with next-generation AAA
(authentication, authorization, and ac-

counting) services for secure connectiv-

ity," Barimani says.

"We use WPA 2 to encrypt the packets

between the client and the AP," Burke

says.

Slalling the Proiect

WCU currently has one full-time person

assigned to WiFi. "We have one full-time
WiFi specialist, and other team members

in our networking department help out
as needed," Barimani says.

"We are exploring the possibility of
adding one more full-time employee

in that area," Barimani says. "For client

support we rely on WCU's help desk

teams including our residential IT help

desk group to support faculty and also

students."

At USD, Burke is not quite as fortu-
nate. The situation was tight. "We hired

temporary workers to assist the telecom

crew to pull the cable to meet our time-
lines," Burke says. He also wants more

network staff.

"We are understaffed with two posi-

tions but will be adding two more soon,"

he expects. "I have advocated for more

network staff specifically to maintain our
wireless network since it is the preferred

method for connecting with faculty, staff,

and students," Burke adds.

The Bottom Line

WCU's budget for the project was the

cost of the WiFi deployment. That price

tag varied based on the locations, number

of rooms, and access points.

Consulti ng services augmentation

were provided by Aruba Networks of
Sunnlvale, California, and Comm Solu-

tions of Malvern, Pennsylvania-a local

comPany.

Barimani says there were "substantial"

cost savings on wired infrastructure costs.

These savings came mainly from not hav-

ing to deploy many switches and other

savings in associated wired deployment.

WCU figures that eliminating cabling

costs and going all-wireless in the dorms
gave them more than $l million in total
cost savings.

As a bonus, the IT staff can point
proudly to the resulting reduction in
carbon emissions contributing to WCU's

striving to be a green campus. IT figures

that in addition to dollar savings, its

initiative let WCU reduce its carbon

emissions by more than 100 metric tons

due to reduced electrical consumption

and wired-switch cooling costs.

Neither WCU nor USD levies any di-
rect billing cost to faculty or students. At
WCU, funds associated with technology

improvements were used to pay for the

project. In some cases, affiliated housing

funds were assigned to deploy the WiFi

technology.

"Our community is not charged for

Internet access," Burke says of USD. "Our
students are all wireless except for a few

who still have gaming systems that do

not have a wireless card built in," he adds.

The wireless initiative continues.

"We submitted a request for two

MCOs to fund the first two phases and

will request another $1.2 million for
hardware support," Burke says. "WiFi

is the only way our students connect,

and they demand high speed and expect

reliable connectivity. It was easy to get

funding," he concludes.

Concluding Thoughts

The name of the game is access, and the

game continues. But with technology on

their side, users are sure to come out on

top.

Curt Harler is a contributing editor to the
ACUTA Journal. A freelance writer who
specializes in technology issues, he can
be reached at cutt@curlharler.com.
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Attending AGUTA Events Prgmises an Excellent ROl

In this era of tight budgets, higher-education professionals must often prove the value of educational conferences before attend-

ing. We,ve pulled together some information that will help you demonstrate how attendance at ACUTA events supports your

institution s goals.

AGUTA's educational Programming
is lirst rate. lt allows You to:

. Learn first-hand from industry and

higher-education experts who have

successfu lly implemented technology

solutions, avoiding costly and time-

consuming mistakes.

. Create a professional network of

knowledgeable peers and colleagues from

other institutions
. Create talking points to communi-

cate more effectively with vendors
. Get immediate answers and solutions

to issues within your institution

The Exhibition allows you to:
. See the latest in technology and ser-

vices, discovering new products that can

decrease expenses and increase revenue

. Visit with current and prospective

vendors in one location
. Get answers directly from vendors on

the exhibition floor
. Comparison shop for the best value

Develop Your Agenda

clarifr the purpose of your attendance. List the things you would like to accomplish:

. Identiff current issues at your institution for which you are seeking solutions.

. Research projects you anticipate in the future to get a head start'

. Inquire about developing technologies that might benefit your institution.

. Thlk to your vendors about specific issues you are facing'

. Find one idea that will increase revenue and/or decrease costs'

. As your campus looks at implementing a new technology, you will attend sessions

that will help you succeed with this implementation.

Make a Presentation to Your Management

you may wish to prepare a formal memo directed to the approPriate manager re-

questing attendance and why. The memo will be most successful if it focuses on what

you will specifically bring back to the institution in return for the investment.

On the ACUTA website, you will find a sample memo and the following talking

points that may assist you in making the case to attend. It could read like this:

. ACUTA has been hosting national seminars for many years and serves its mem-

bership by providing two specific topics of interest at each seminar and covers an

impressive list of hot topics at the annual conference.

. I am going to look for a solution for [this particular problem or issue].

. I believe [this new technology] could benefit the institution, and I would like

to learn more about it.
. Our institution will benefit from contacts I make with other schools facing simi-

lar challenges.
. The educational sessions at ACUTA events are right on target with our insti-

tution's/department's current and future needs.

. Having so many vendors in one place at one time can reduce the time spent

while at the office in researching and meeting with vendors, and I will share

product information with you and my colleagues in the department when I
return.
. I witt share the slides from and links to educational sessions with co-workers

when I return. (Slides will be available online')
. I will write a report on highlights from the event and share the key takeaways

at a subsequent staff meeting.

loin us for our next event, and you'll head home with a refined petspective

on both current and future developments in IT and telecom that will benefit

your institution for years to come. That's what we call ROI

44th'Annual Conference & Exhibition
April L9-22 . Atlanta, Georgia ' Hyatt Regency

Contact Lori Dodson (ldodson@acuta.org) to register for the exclusive Glevel
Strategic Leadership Forum on Monday

Fall Seminar
October 25-2a. Baltamore, Maryland ' Hyatt Regency
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Goming soon to Your Gampus: wireless loT
What impact will it have on your netwo rk?by Gary Audin

Iie Internet ofThings (IoT) has arrived
on your campus or is coming soon. There

are things you should probably know
right now abour loT ifyou are going to
successfully meet the challenges it is sure

to present.

Delining loT

The Internet of Things can describe

a huge number and many types of
endpoints, all of which can be passive,

such as read-only devices and sensors, or
active and able to report status, alarms,

and alerts. Endpoints can also be used to
control and change operations. The types

of endpoints already in use can increase

energy efficiency, reduce costs, and im-
prove safety.

ABI Research estimates that there will
be 30+ billion devices wirelessly con-
nected to the Internet of Things by 2020

(https://www.abiresearch.com/press/

over-2-billion-location-based-sensor-

fusion-handse). Cellular networks will
support many of the portable/mobile IoT
devices, but there will be a huge popula-

tion of fixed IoT endpoints that will need

to communicate over short-distance

wireless networks. IoT is going to affect
networks.

IoT applications that may be of inter-
est to educational institutions include:
. Building automation
. Energy management
. Lighting conrrol
. Healthcare
. Advanced remote controls
. Telecom services

Wireless loT Technology Choices

Each of the four potential wireless

technology choices has its advantages and

limitations. (See Figure 1.)'v\tren WiFi
and Bluetooth emerged, IoT was mostly a

concept. ZigBee was designed for a large

population of low-power, low-bandwidth
endpoints. Thread is a new entrant into
the IoT space.

. WiFi is a LAN wireless technology

that uses 2.4 GHz or 5 GHz radio and is

widely deployed in both enterprise and

consumer locations. It is the implementa-

tion of the IEEE 802.1 1 standards, 802. 1 I
a, b, g, n. WiFi is best applied to sending

large amounts of data wirelessly between

devices and is a large energy consumer.

Many IoT endpoints require only
a low level of data throughput. The

bandwidth capabilities of WiFi exceed

the requirements for the majority of IoT
endpoints. lf the WiFi endpoint runs

with batteries, then the batteries have

to be recharged or replaced in days; but
most WiFi endpoints derive their power

from PoE LAN switches, not batteries.
. Blubtooth technologywas intro-
duced by Ericsson about 20 years ago

for personal area networks (PANs). A
Bluetooth PAN transmits data over the

frequency band between 2.4 and 2.485

GHz. Because it supports over shorter

distances compared to WiFi, it can

operate with less power. Devices like
phones, smartwatches, headsets, speakers,

and computers can be paired together.

Bluetooth v4.0 delivers the ability to
implement low-energy features that

conserve power. Bluetooth devices don't
communicate with each other. Version

4.2 introduces three low-energy updates

to the specilication: data packet length
extensions, privacy upgrades, and secure

connections. Bluetooth is not a candidate

for mesh networks.
. ZigBee is a specification for a group

of communication protocols used to cre-

ate PANs that support low-power digital
radios. It is based on an IEEE 802.15

standard that specifies transmission dis-

tances 10-100 meters line-of-sight. The

ZigBee endpoints are commonly run off
of batteries that have a long life, months

to years, because of the endpoints' low
power consumption.

The useful distance depends on
power output and environmental char-

acteristics. The lower two open systems

interconnection (OSI) layers are defined

by the IEEE standard (http://standards.

ieee.org/about I getl 802 I 802.l5.html), and

the ZigBee Alliance (www.zigbee.org)

embraces the middle four layers. The top

application layer can be defined by the

ZigBee Alliance or a vendor producing

a proprietary solution. The drawback to

ZigBee is the number of different imple-
menlations making product interoper-

ability problematic. ZigBee does support

mesh networks.
. Thread is a newcomer to the IoT
wireless network world. Thread is the
product of an alliance that includes Nest,

Samsung, ARM, and four other compa-
nies. The Thread Group plans to provide

rigorous testing, certifi cation, and

standards enforcement. Existing Thread

specifications would be able to support

a network of up to 250 devices. Thread

uses the same radio technologies as Zig-
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Bee from the IEEE standard 802.15.4, and

it supports mesh networks. Thread devel-

opers want to avoid what they see as the

ZigBee problem of fractured standards

by requiring a certification program or

products. Look for its development, but it
is not yet a major candidate for IoT.

Gapacity/Perlormance vs. Coverage

The advent of IoT endpoints will change

wired and wireless network designs, but

a faster WiFi LAN will probably not be

required to support the increased number

of IoT endpoints. High-speed transmis-

sion is not what most IoT devices will
need, so bandwidth is not an issue. The

wireless LAN designer has to implement

networks that will probably have a smaller

physical coverage area, so more access

points will have to be deployed. The num-

ber of endpoints communicating over the

wireless LAN will significantly increase.

The traffic generated by the IoT end-

points will be small data packets, which

can cause a decrease in the LAN efficiency

because of the higher protocol overhead

encountered. The LAN performance will
need to be high in capacity (the number

ofIoT endpoints connected) as well as

availability because a failure can seriously

jeopardize operations. Only the end-

points that support emergency and alarm

measurements would need QoS; the rest

can effectively operate without it.

What Does the loT Network Look Like?

The single biggest observation about IoT

is the number of potential endpoints that

will exist. IoT will also be a contributor

to big data, and it is expected to deliver

many benefits. For example, endpoints

can initiate connections when they have

a change in status or have an operational

problem before humans will know, and

inventory systems can monitor the inven-

tory status independent of where the

resource is located.

Organizations that appear to be early

beneficiaries of IoT include healthcare,

transportation, hospitality, mining,

warehousing, and public venues such as

stadiums and conference centers.

In the past, wireless network design-

ers have been more concerned with the

physical coverage area than with the

number of wireless devices supported.

IoT will change all of this. Where cover-

age area was the goal, now capacity and

performance are driving design.

Ghallenges ol Wireless loT

IoT will have an impact on both employ-

ees and students. The network challenges

are many as there will be a significant

increase in the data communicated as

data traffrc grows exponentially. Traffic

will be very unpredictable-consider an

announcement at a public venue that

causes data to explode but only during

the public event.

The number of endpoints to suPport

simultaneously will also continue to

grow, and the traffic generated by these

endpoints will probably grow at a faster

rate than the addition of endpoints, in

effect multiplying the traffic. Some other

implementation concerns include:

t Security
. Access control
. Scalability
. Endpoint management

. Capacity management

. Troubleshooting problems both with

the network and endpoints

The network designers will have

to balance coverage with capacity and

deliver capacity that can deal with wide

fluctuations in traffic without bringing

down the wireless network. Applications

on the network will have to be involved

in controlling traffic so that the network

will not be overwhelmed. Today, most

application designs assume that there is

always capacity available. Application de-

signers will have to employ some form of

traffic throttling within their applications

to help the network manage trafEc bursts.

Gomparing Choices and Solutions

There are three common mature choices

for connecting to wireless endpoints over

short distances of generally 100 meters

or less: WiFi, ZigBee,and Bluetooth. The

choice for IoT has to be able to support

many endpoints in a limited area. The

data produced by IoT endpoints in most

cases are modest; therefore, the band-

width required is also modest-kbps not

Mbps. ZigBee can support a far greater

number of endpoints than either WiFi

or Bluetooth can, but neither WiFi nor

Bluetooth was designed for high-density,

large-endpoint populations. (See Figure 1.)

WiFi is best suited for desktop,

laptops, tablets, and phones that require

high data rates. Each of the added 802.1 1

standards has been directed at increas-

ing bandwidth. Bluetooth was designed

to deliver service on a desktop connect-

ing a wireless keyboard, mouse, printer,

or headset. When both the supported

population and the area coverage are

large, then ZigBee and Thread become

the preferred solutions.

Processing loT Data, lmpact on the

Networks

IoT traffic comes in many forms. An IoT

message can be triggered by an event or

alarm or can be streaming constantly.

Most of the data packets will be small.

Other than streaming, most IoT data will
not require much bandwidth.

)

Figure 1. Comparing wireless ch0ices

IEEE standard

Battery life (days)

Network size

Bandwidth

Transmission range

ZigBee

802.75.4

100 to 1000

65+K

20 to 250 kbps

100+ meters

Bluetooth

802.15.1

1to7
< dozen

700+ kbps

10 meters

WiFi

802.11a,b,9,n

1to5
Dozens

10-100s Mbps

100 meters

Thread

802.15.4

100 to 1000

250

20 to 250 kbps

100 meters
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ZigBee and Thread network devices

can communicate in a mesh network

where any device can talk to its neighbor.
WiFi is primarily used to connect to an

access point that then connects to an IP
network. Bluetooth can talk among a few
nearby devices but is not often connected

directly to an IP network. There will be

a connection point for both ZigBee and

Thread devices to connect to an IP net-
work. The connection point can be an Ip
WAN network router or a cellular service

access point.

CurrentlS collection of IoT data is

typically centralized-for example, a

data logger that stores temperature and
humidity or the use of building entrances

and exits. The analysis of that data must
be centralized, especially as you move
up the analytics maturity curve to gain

operational intelligence from the data.

As sensor technology advances, we

will start to see ecosystems where limited
analytics can be decentralized. Some

companies already offer endpoint con-
trollers that process and digest IoT data.

There will be less traffic carrying less

data, data that is the result of decentral-

ized analysis. Decentralized processing

will reduce the traffic on rhe IP WAN
and over the cellular networks but will
not reduce the traf6c on the internal

wireless networks.

Who Should Manage loT?

When you look at Iol the endpoints

deal with operational issues, not IT
issues. The endpoints will most likely
provide inlormal ion lor managing non-

IT resources. There is a movement for
the operations side ofthe institution to
install, maintain, and administer the IoT
endpoints, not IT. This is called "opera-

tions technology" (OT). In some retail

implementations of IoT, IT has been

bypassed at IT's request. The IoT data

can also be analyzed in cloud services

that already exist for building automa-

tion, transportation, and retail opera-

tions, thereby eliminating any burden on

IT. The institution may see a separate OT

budget in the future.

Final Thoughts

The lnternet olThings is going to raise

the bar on technology changes signifi-
cantly in the near future. There is a lot to
learn if we are to successfully maneuver

the new technology landscape.

Consultant Gary Audin is a principal
at Delphi, lnc. He has many years of
expe ri ence i n c0 m m u n icati o ns tec h n ology
and is a frequent contributor to ACUTA
publicati0ns. Some portions of this article
have been posted at www.nojitter.com
and www.webtorials. com.

In an article by fohn Dtx in Network

World (2110115), four IoT experts made

some salient points about IoT:

David Mattes, CTO, Tempered Net-
works: ln the early days of network-
ing, you had extreme heterogeneity of
protocols, and it was the convergence of
those protocols that created the security
problems and the security industry we

have today. Similarly, we've been doing

IoT-type things since the 1980s with an

alphabet soup of protocols. With Iol
we will see the same thing; we'll have a

convergence at some point to a more ho-

mogenous environment, and that's going

to cause the next security crisis.

Ari Jules, Professor in the Jacobs

Institute at Cornell Tech: We may see

a striking shift in our social attitudes

toward ownership of data as the custody

loT Expert 0bservations

of personal data from like fitness trackers

and medical devices and so forth is taken

by service providers and not necessar-

ily made available back to the customer.

Should an individual own his or her

own heartbeats? The answer would seem

obvious, but in today's environment it's

not so clear. Ifyou're wearing a fitness

tracking device and all ofyour data is up-
loaded to the servers owned by the fitness

device provider, it's not guaranteed you'll
get access to the data, and in many cases,

data can be resold. So we're seeing a loss

of ownership of data that would seem to

carry a fundamental right of possession.

Marc Blackmer, Product Marketing
Manager, Cisco: IoT is the Wild West

right now We don't know what it's go-

ing to look like, where it's going. We're

right at the cusp and, while there's a

lot of opportunity, there is an intrinsic

vulnerability because too often security is

bolted on after the fact. So what concerns

me is a rush to market to take advantage

of the opportunities and not building in
the necessary security and privacy protec-

tions, meaning we have to patch that
together down the road.

Patrick Tague, Associate Director, Infor-
mation N etw o rking In stitute,
Carnegie Mellon: There's nothing we

can do to stop this. It's already provid-
ing some value, and that value is likely to
outweigh all but the most catastrophic

developments. I do think that a certain

amount of regulation is going to become

necessary, especially given things like

those autonomous vehicles, and my pre-

diction is there will be a lot more regula-

tion of IoT once we have our first major

software-based real-world disaster.
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The Fed eral Research Grant and

FISMA Gompliance

Six steps bring you into compliance

Ih. F"d..ul Information Security Man-

agement Act of 2002 (FISMA, 44 U.S.C.

53541 et seq.) is a United States federal

law enacted as Title III ofthe E-Govern-

ment Act of 2OO2 (Ptb.L. 107 -347, 116

Stat.2899) requiring all federal agencies

to document and implement security

controls designed to protect information

and information systems that support

their operations and assets. FISMA also

delegates the National Institute of Stan-

dards and Technology (NIST) to develop

and publish standards and guidelines

that assist agencies and organizations in

determining their optimum information

security posture for the protection of
their operation and assets.

Federal agencies or any entities on

behalf of a federal agency are required to

(1) develop, document, and implement

an information security program and

(2) provide information security for the

information and information systems

that support the operations and assets.

Universities with research departments

that receive federal grant or contract

funding may be directly impacted by

FISMA. If the grant or contract requires

the university research organization

to return data to the federal sponsor

or ifthe research organization obtains

federal funds using a federal contracting

form, that research organization must

be FISMA compliant. The law requires a

minimum set of security controls to be

in place and a formal audit conducted

prior to obtaining an Authority to Oper-

ate (AIO) and a continuous monitoring

process be put in place to verifi. ongoing

compliance.
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Relevance to Research

An April 2010 Office of Management and

Budget memorandum requires federal

agencies to report their FISMA compli-

ance to Congress. In addition, the memo

requires all contracts involving sensitive

data, as well as grants where sensitive

information is created, accessed, or stored

on behalf of the federal government, be

covered under FISMA.

Federal funding of university research

may obligate the research recipient to

have a FlSMA-compliant information

security program in place. The research

funding contract or grant language often

indicates if, in fact, compliance require-

ments apply. Federal agencies may vary

their introduction of FISMA-compliant

language into contracts, grants, or initial

RFP by referencing OMB A- 130, FIPS 199

or wording such as "...will comply with

all applicable NIST standards..." State-

ment of Work documents may include

FlSMA-compliant language in plain and

simple terms or include references to the

System Security Plan (SSP), Security As-

sessment Report (SAR), and the Plan of

Action and Milestones (POA&M) report.

FlSMA-compliance requirements may

also be inserted in contract modifications

and renewals issued in 2010 or later.

Compliance with FISMA benefits the

university and its research department

by helping to provide for the continued

flow offunds, securing future research

funding, and protecting the university's

research reputation.

The consequences of non-compliance

on a university's research program and

the university itself are substantive.

If FISMA is controlling as a result of
the grant or contract, compliance is

mandatory, and research funding may be

withheld or terminated in the event of
non-compliance.

NIST

NIST provides a series of Special Pub-

lication documents directed at guiding

an agency or enterprise through the

processes leading to FISMA compliance.

NIST is tasked with the development and

publication of guidelines and standards

for FISMA compliance and a wealth of
security documentation exists, not only

for guidance in FISMA compliance, but

to serve as reference documents for a

wide range of information security-

related issues.

Six Steps

FISMA compliance is attained via a six-

step cyclical process that is part of the

Risk Management Framework (RMF).

The RMF process recognizes a shift from

policy-based compliance to risk-based

protection. Enterprise missions and busi-

ness functions dictate security require-

ments and the safeguards or countermea-

sures implemented. An enterprise risk

evaluation should precede the six-step

process outlined below

l. Categorization

In the first step, the organization defines

the sensitivity of information and

information systems using risk assess-

ment processes, applying a matrix that

determines the low, moderate, or high

risk level of data and systems regarding
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confidentiality, integrity, and availability.
It is considered the most important ele-

ment in the RMF process.

The authorization boundary is also

determined in the initial categorization

step. The boundary encompasses all the

componen(s of the inlormation system

and the perimeter defense DMZ line en-

closing the system and sensitive data. The

authorization boundary is determined

by identifoing the information resources

needed, avoiding a boundary too expan-

sive or limited and keeping the boundary
realistic and cost-effective. System and

data description and categorization, an

overview of security requirements, and

a description of agreed-upon security-

related materials are documented in the

System Security Plan (SSP). NIST Special

Publication (SP) 800-60 provides map-

ping tools for information and informa-
tion systems to security categories by

identifying information types, selecting

provisional impact levels, and assigning

system security categories.

2. Selection

The second step includes the selection

of baseline and supplemental security

and privacy controls and any appropriate

tailoring of selected controls based on

the prior risk evaluation. Controls come

in three varieties; common, specific, and

hybrid. Common controls can be applied

enterprise wide. Specific controls have

a narrower, system-specific application.

Hybrid controls use a combination of
common and specific.

There are 18 control families-such
as Access Control, Identification and
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Authentication, Awareness and Tiaining,
System and Information Integrity, Inci-
dent Response-with mapping to ISO/

IEC 15408 controls. After determining

the common, baseline, and supplemental

controls, the selections and monitor-
ing strategy are documented in the SSP

in addition to control identification

explanation and agreements established

between systems sharing data. NIST SP

800-53 Recommended Security Controls

for Federal Information Systems and

Organizations provides guidelines for
selecting security controls.

3. Implementation

The next step is the implementation of
the selected security and privacy controls

and configuration settings using sound

systems-engineering practices within the

enterprise architecture. The implementa-

tion details should be documented, in-
cluding functional descriptions of inputs,

expectations, behavior, and discernable

implementation impact.

4. Assessment

Assessment determines the security or
privacy control effectiveness, proper

implementation, proper operation, and

if the controls are meeting the security

and privacy requirements for the system.

The assessment is a risk-based process in
which performance is dictated by scope

and cost, which in turn may determine

whether the assessment is conducted in-
house or by a third party.

The degree of independence required

in an assessment is another significant

factor determining who conducts the

assessment. Specific security objectives

are evaluated, and comprehensive testing

of selected security and pivacy controls

for vulnerability and risk are con-

ducted. Assessment preparation includes

development, review, and approval of
the assessment plans and controls to be

assessed. The actual assessment is con-

ducted in accordance with the assessment

procedures defined in the security or
privacy assessment plans, which may be

combined in one plan.

Testing, interview, and examination

constitute the assessment methods utiliz-
ing the associated attributes of depth

and coverage which help define the level

of rigor and scope for the assessment.

The assessment depth attribute directly

corresponds to the testing, interview, and

examination processes which include ba-

sic, focused, and comprehensive formats.

Basic, or black-box testing, provides the

assessor no system knowledge prior to

the assessment. Focused, or grey-box test-

ing, allows for limited system knowledge;

and comprehensive, or white-box, testing

provides explicit system knowledge at the

time of the assessment. The assessment

coverage attribute relates to the breadth

of testing, interview, and examination.

The results of the assessment will de-

termine any immediate remedial action

taken regarding the security or privacy

controls. All assessment plans, security

and privacy assessment reports, findings,

and recommendations are documented

in the SecurityAssessment Report (SAR).

Both NIST documents SP 800-53A

Guide for Assessing Security in Federal

Information Systems and SP 800- 1 15

Technical Guide to Information Security

Testing and Assessment are available for
facilitating the assessment process.

5. Authorization
The Assessment and Authorization
process, if concluded satisfactorily, results

in an Authority to Operate (ATO). The

AIO is issued based on a determination

that the risk to organizational operations

and assets is acceptable given the security

posture ofthe agency or enterprise. The

Authorization Package is assembled,

consisting of the SSP, the SAR, and the

POA&M, a report based on findings

and recommendations of the SAR. The

Authorization Package is presented to the

authorizing official (AO) for consider-

ation of the AIO. The AO will typically
be the project or grant sponsor. The ATO

is a formal authorization decision with
terms and conditions for authorization
and an authorization deadline. With risk



determination and acceptance com-

pleted, an approval letter accompanies

the AIO as initial authorization, ongoing

authorization or reauthorization. NIST

SP 800-37 Guide for Applying the Risk

Management Framework to Federal In-

formation Systems details aspects of the

authorization Process.

6. Continuous Monitoring

The most recent revision to the RMF pro-

cess involves this last step, transitioning

from monitoring to continuous monitor-

ing, which provides for the uninterrupted

tracking of changes to the information

system that may impact security controls

and reevaluation of control effectiveness'

Information Security Continuous Moni-

toring (ISCM) includes defining an ISCM

strategy, establishing ISCM metrics,

implementation of the ISCM program,

analysis of the program, response to

findings, review and update. Three NIST

documents should be consulted for

continuous monitoring issues: SP 800-37

Rl Guide for Applying the Risk Manage-

ment Framework to Federal Information

Systems, SP 800-53A Guide for Assessing

Security in Federal Information Systems

and SP 800-137 Information Security

Continuous Monitorin g.

Where existing controls are in place

and a low-security category selected, a

limited project can be accomplished in

a short time frame. At a moderate risk

level, a large or elaborate project may

extend beyond a 12-month period. The

process length is usually determined by

the security category selected, availability

of resources with skills and time to man-

age the process, current level of security

controls, number of participants, and the

complexity of the computing environ-

ment.

In December 2014 the l l3th Congress

passed the Federal Information Security

Modernization Act, a long-anticipated

FISMA update' The new legislation will

provide for clarification of roles and

responsibilities for the Off,ce of Manage-

ment and Budget and the DePartment

of Homeland Security (Section 3553)'

implement more automated processes re-

lieving burdensome paperwork demands'

and improve transparency and account-

ability via data breach management and

reporting (Sections 3554-3559)' The

OMB will have six months to elimi-

nate inefficient and wasteful reporting

processes by revising Appendix III of the

A-130 circular.

Additional information regarding the

risk management process can be found in

NIST SP 800-39 Managing Information

Security Risk. Special Publication 800-53

Appendix H Security Control Mappings

for ISO/IEC 27001:2013 uPdatewas

released on August 28,2014,to maintain

consistency with the 2013 revision to

ISO/IEC 27001. Prior to the H Appendix

revision, on )uly 31, 2014, NIST released

an update to SP 800-53A Assessing

Security and Privary Controls in Federal

Information Systems and Organizations'

This update contained important changes

to the 2010 version ofthe publication'

A Saleable Vision and BuY-in

While FISMA comPliance apPears to

be a daunting task, the process can be

handled in a much more transparent and

effrcient manner if pre-existing university

infrastructure can be utilized. Having

an authorization boundary that meets a

broad range of regulatory requirements

simplifies the compliance process ,allow-

ing for a more productive and economi-

cal approach.

Having established an authorization

boundary that is expansively compliant

in terms of regulatory conformity, FISMA-

HIPAA, a university has gained an effec-

tive tool in bringing on board stake-

holders across the campus and research

community. A previously defined and

established explicit security parameter

utilizing firewall protection and intrusion

detection/prevention methods, applying

encryption where appropriate, secur-

ing the data at rest and in transit, allows

for a more robust approach to meeting

increasing compliance requirements'

SecuritY and Academia Handshake

In addition to providing an incentive to

the university and research community

by offering a pre-existing secure digital

storage area that transparently meets

compliance requirements, the higher

education security community can help

promote a more conciliatory mood by

tailoring its securitY aPProach.

Quite often the universitY and

research community are at apparent

odds with the securitY office, one vY-

ing for a more open and inclusive data

access point of view while the security

perspective is seen as restrictive and

cumbersome. The university community

interprets security implementation as a

preventative to flexible data access and

data sharing. The need is for data to be

accurately preserved, for contemporary

use and for future generations, accessible

to those who need the information. The

goals of academia and security are the

same but the language of security can

conflict with that of academia.

Security needs to change perception,

change the language, to bring security

more in line with academia-not in

terms of security provided but in terms

of shared goals, collaboration to facilitate,

not Prevent.
Both entities are striving for the same

outcome, the confidentiality, availability

and integrity of the data being preserved,

and compliance is the enabler.

University research entities will find

the FISMA requirements less intimi-

dating and be more likely to embrace

compliance and thus secure their federal

funding if the pathway to FISMA compli-

ance is already paved and well main-

tained, and adequate communication,

reasoning, and purpose well posted along

the route.

Kevin Shaffer is lnformation Security Ana-

tyst /Data Security Policy and Clmpliance,

at the lJniversity of Cincinnati. Reach him

at kevin.shaffe r@ uc.edu
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Managing Privacy and security in the Age of loT
Proceed with caution as we transition to global
con nectivity

4s the volume of information about
absolutely everything we do becomes
increasingly large, and as the number of
recent data security breaches continues
to climb, large consumers of telecom_
munications services have tried to be
increasingly vigilant about staying cur_
rent on the latest and greatest techniques
for managing potential privacy and
security breaches. Most Americans are

familiar with horror stories of the recent
major data breaches that have hit the
headlines in a big way and think quietly

to themselves something along the lines
of "there but for the grace of God. ..,,
(you know the rest). Thrget and Anthem
come to mind immediately, but there are
legions of others.

Consider the fact that these major
corporations make an effort to use cur_
rent relatively state_of_the_art detec_

tion and monitoring systems, and even
they have been infiltrated with current
malware. Should you be concerned?
Absolutely. But wait. There,s more.

Now consider the routers you use at
home or in lower_profile parts of your
operation. How old are they? In many
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cases, the honest answer is at least several
years old. Based on the age and sophis_

tication of all of existing network com_
ponents, the information stored on_or
traveling over-the network is lrrlnerable
not just to the type of threats that have
affected the Thrgets and Anthems of the
world, but also to very real threats that
are years old and correspondingly much
less sophisticated than those currently
making the rounds. Think of the adage
"a chain is only as strong as its weakest
link." Be concerned. Very concerned.

The FTC Steps tn

Aware of these obvious l.ulnerabilities
made all the more acute by the explosion
of the IoT, the Federal Tiade Commission
has taken action. (Its report, which was

released in January can be found at www.
ft c. gov/system/fi les/documents/reports/

federal-trade-commission-staff-report-

november-20 I 3-workshop-entitled-in_

ternet-things-p rivacy / I 50 127 iotrpt.pdf. )
FTC chair Edith Ramirez is motivated

by the fact that the privacy and security
concerns created by the rise ofthe IoT
have the potential to undermine con-
sumer (you can easily insert the words
"student," "faculty,' or "staff',) confidence
in a significant way. "The only way for
the Internet of Things to reach its firll
potential for innovation is with the
trust of American consumers,,,she said
recently. Commissioner Ramirez believes
that technology innovation is only a good
thing if consumers are confident that
they won't be the next victims of a high-
profile breach. If this heretofore private
information is readily accessible to the

by Martha Buyer

immediate world, and what was thought
to be private is now public, consumers
have good reason to be alarmed in gen_

eral and distrustful of the companies that
manufacture, distribute, and sell such
goods and services.

In its report, the FTC made several

important suggestions to mitigate con-
sumers' concerns. First, the Commission
encourages manufacturers to ensure that
security is built into devices as they,re

made, rather than after they're already on
the market. Second, the agency suggests

that all employees be instructed on the
importance of information security, and
that security issues have a sufficiently
high profile within the manufacturing/
selling organization to keep them front
and center at all times. Although there
are other suggestions, the last uber-
critical one is that devices be monitored
throughout their anticipated life cycle
(think home routers) such that security
updates and patches are provided at all
times to cover known and newly dis-
covered risks regardless of the age of the
device.

In addition, the FTC also suggests

that companies in this space consider
"data minimization," the practice of
limiting the collection and retention of
consumer data for a set period of time
only, and never indefinitely. According to
the FTC, data minimization has two goals

with respect to privacy: first, accepting
the risk that a company with a large store
of consumer data is "a more enticing
target" for data thieves or hackers based

upon the volume of data that it has; and
second, an acknowledgment that..avail_



able consumer data will be used in ways

contrary to consumers' expectations"'

Finally, the FTC suggests strongly that

companies selling IoT items to consum-

ers educate those consumers about their

reasonable expectations of what informa-

tion is being collected and stored, and for

what period of time'

|ahangir Mohammed, chairman of

the Silicon Valley-based tech company

)asper, said in a recent interview that

"The real power of the Internet of Things

is that it transforms a static product

into a dynamic service' Once a thing is

connected, it really becomes unlimited

in terms of what it can process, because

it can borrow from all the computers in

the Internet to do the processing, and it

has real-time access to all the information

in the Internet. It's no longer an isolated

thing. It's become part of a fabric of ev-

er1'thing connected. It's a part of a much

larger fabric. It's a service' This is the real

power of the Internet of Things."

The Application to CamPus

So how does this aPPIY to a camPus

environment? Mark ReYnolds, ACUTAs

current president and the associate direc-

tor of IT at the University of New Mexico

("everyone's a Lobo, woof, woof, woof"),

commented recently that "we sit fat and

happy and negotiate a contract and buy

a product, and then everyone forgets

what the contract terms are, and what the

license agreement says about impor-

tant things like renewal, upgrades, and

ongoing maintenance. Then we have a

problem, and suddenly, because everyone

was so busy keeping the lights on, we're

not Iooking down the road three years'

Only when something goes wrong do

we discover that the device/service is at

end of life or needs support that has long

since expired. And then we're doubly

vulnerable-both to vendors who come

to us and say'Oh yes, here's your renewal,

sign now or else'and to outsiders trying

to weasel into our networks/devices that

we thought were secure."

Reynolds suggests the creation and

ongoing maintenance of an information

repository, containing information about

renewals, updates, and any other infor-

mation regarding the licensed product or

service. "The repository should contain

triggers that could be set to time not only

with contract terms, but in alignment

with budget cycles so that we are forced

to look and plan ahead for these renew-

als. Once there's a problem, it's too late'

We need to know in advance so that we

can manage both the practical aspects of

an unanticipated problem and the budget

process so that we can manage providers

in the best waY that we can."

Final Thoughts

The additional information that's gener-

ated by the IoT is no doubt Powerful'

But with great power comes great respon-

sibility-on the Parts of the manu-

facturer, distributor, retail outlet, and,

ultimately, the consumer. Privacy and

security experts encourage consumers, in

the strongest possible terms, to consider

the risks and consequences before sharing

seemingly harmless information with the

immediate world. I couldn't agree more'

Martha Buyer is an attorney whose

practice is primarily focused on telec1m-

municatilns taw. Her practice is a certified

New York Woman-}wned Business. She

is also a frequent contributor t0 N0 Jitter
(www.noiitter.com). She can be reached

at m artha@ m a rth ab uYe r. c o m.

Coming ACUTA Events
FallSeminar

October 25-28,2015

Baltimore, MarYland

Hyatt RegencY

Track 1. Preparing & lnnovating for Tomorrow

Track 2. The Business of lT

Winter Seminar

January 17-20,2016

New Orleans, Louisiana

Hyatt FlegencY

Topics to be announced

Visit the website for details: www.dcuta'org
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: lnstitutional Excellence Award 201b*
KU IT& Reorgan ize and Redef ine

A bronze Jayhawk statue by scutptor Erden Tefft ,.eeps vigirant watch over Kr.J students on
the University of Kansas Lawrence canpus.

Kansas has proven that
when this is done well,
the rewards far outweigh
the challenges.

Reorganize and Bede-

fine KU lT

KU IT has developed

and implemented a new
technology-support

model designed to
improve customer

service, ensure consis-

tency and compatibility
in services and systems

across campus, provide

operational savings,

and create new career

growth opportunities for
campus technology staff.

in the inetficient dispersion oftechnol_
ogy staff and resources in individuat
units (i.e., schools and departments),
and a lack of central management and
no comprehensive, campuswide strategy.
Unit administrators took on the manage_

ment of both technology staff and the
implementation of new technologies.

And because there was no comprehensive

strategy or coordination, little thought
was given to how new solutions would
integrate with existing technologies

on campus. This silo effect also led to
duplicated services and a loss of collective
bargaining power for vendor purchases.

Over time, the real impact of a

decentralized support model could be

seen rrost in the missed opportunities
to improve teaching, learning, research,

and the campus experience as a result
of the inability to implement integrated
technology solutions across the entire
institution.

To support KU's 5-year strategic plan
(launched in 201 I ), university lead-
ers identified a number of initiatives to
improve efficiency and save operational
costs, which could then be reinvested

in strategic priorities. Reorganizing and
redefining the role of decentralized IT
staff at the Lawrence campus was one of
several initiatives focused on improving
the efficiency and effectiveness oftech-
nology resources across the university. By
centralizing the management of al1 tech-
nology services and support functions,
associated personnel and expenditures,

KU lT could improve customer service

and provide cost savings that could be
redirected toward the academic and

n The outcomes for the,,Reorganize and
lfreat technology organizations don,t Redefine IT,,initiative met or exceederl
start with technology. Rather, success original expectations, and the process has
begins with a focus on their customers dlowed the organization to grow and de_
and the employees who serve and sup- velop in new and exciting ways. Through
port them. Success is also determined by the implementation of a new,,lo_
an organization's willingness to do the caily supported and centrally managed,,
right thing for their customers, knowing technology_support model and related
the choice may mean more work and a centralization projects, KU IT provided
steeper climb. Implementing a vendor significant benefits to its customers, cam_
solution is a complex and challenging pus technology stafi and the university
endeavor, but a different kind ofinnova_ overall. Through the process, KU IT
tion is needed to re-imagine, reorganize, fundamentally improved as an organiza_
and redefine an established technology tion, bolstering its reputation as a trusted
organization. When technology organiza- campus partner and establishing KU as a
tions seek to innovate in areas that matter leader in organizational change.
as deeply to people as jobs, funding, Like many tier_one research univer_
control, and institutional history, there sities across the country, information
is inherently tremendous risk; but over technology at KU grew organically as
the past three years, KU Information computers and the technology industry
Technology (KU IT) at the University of evolved. This emergent process resulted
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research mission of the university.

At the start of the Project, KU IT

faced two major hurdles. First, some

campus customers viewed KU IT as an

inconsistent organization in need of a

more clearly articulated strategic plan

and vision. Before KU IT could move

the university forward with a culture-

changing solution, it first had to look

inward and become a more strategic and

customer-focused organization. Second,

beliefs about centralization and natu-

ral apprehension about organizational

change made it even more imperative

for KU IT to establish itself as a trusted

campus partner.

Under new leadershiP in fall 2011,

KU IT took decisive steps to become a

more customer-focused and professional

organization. KU IT leaders began to ar-

ticulate a clear vision and instituted new

practices that allowed for more consistent

support and services. The organization

also began an on-going practice of more

broadly listening to all stakeholders and

communicating the results and outcomes

of major efforts with partners and uni-

versity Ieadership.

Over the life of the Reorganize and

Redefine project, KU IT remained fo-

cused on changing the perception of the

organization by demonstrating account-

ability and transparency. As the organiza-

tion became more open and accountable,

relationships improved and trust grew

with partners across camPus.

Planning, Leadership, and Management

Support

The Iocally-supported-and-centrally-

managed model is a true collaboration

between KU leadership, KU IT, and part-

ners from across the institution. Because

the efforts to reorganize and redefine IT

support on campus are directly aligned

with the institution s vision and five-

year strategic plan, the project had early

buy-in and on-going support from top

leaders.

The scope of this on-going, multi-

year, multi-phased project is substantial,

involving hundreds of employees and 19

campus units (schools or departments)

to date. Work began in 2011 with a com-

prehensive look at KU IT and thorough

exploration of the ways the organiza-

tion could change to better serve its

customers. In parallel, there were regular

interactions with university leadership,

including deans, directors, staff, the

chancellor, the provost, vice provosts, and

vice chancellors, to better understand the

vision, strategy, needs, and pain points

of each unit on campus. Success required

active participation from across the entire

university.

ln20l2,KU IT formed Project teams

that included KU IT leadershiP and

departmental staff, campus partners,

and external advisors. Guided by an

evolving customer-first philosophy, the

teams worked to identify opportunities

and risks for the initiative. Together they

reviewed the pros and cons of centralized

and decentralized support models and

designed a hybrid model that capitalizes

on the best aspects ofboth. Having tech-

nology support staff located in campus

departments with their faculty and staff

customers was among the most valuable

aspects of the decentralized approach.

That's why in the new locally-supported-

and-centrally-managed model, technolo-

gy staff members remain in their current

locations, while reporting to central IT

through managers at newly formed Tech-

nology Support Centers (TSCs).

Leaders in the Partner units work

with their TSC manager and KU IT's

Deputy Support Offrcer to propose and

prioritize technology projects and pro-

vide input into the performance of the IT

staff supporting their unit. KU IT is then

responsible for providing the most ef-

fective technology solutions to fulfill the

business or academic needs of the unit.

For each campus unit, the process for

implementation begins with an assess-

ment of the current personnel and re-

sources, along with an evaluation of their

specific customer needs. In each case,

workstation and server support, applica-

tion and web support, and classroom and

lab support are assessed to get a holistic

view of the technology in the unit and

identifr duplicated services and potential

cost savings. Finally, a master service

agreement (MSA) is negotiated for each

unit, which clearly articulates expecta-

tions and deliverables' With the MSA

complete, funding lines for technology

staff positions are transferred from the

unit to KU IT and departmental technol-

ogy staff begins reporting to KU IT.

Promotion 0l Technology and Maturity

ot Ellort

In the past three years, KU IT has suc-

cessfully partnered with 19 of 22 campus

units to provide technology support

under the new model, and is currently

in discussions with leaders of the other

three units. KU IT worked closely with

leaders in each unit to develop indi-

vidualized master service agreements

that address their specific needs and

priorities. The new model has fundamen-

tally changed and improved how KU IT

delivers technology support and services

on the KU campus. Now there is a single

point of contact for all technology needs

for the units. As a result of this dialogue

among units, TSC managers, and KU

IT departments, KU IT is better able to

incorporate the feedback and priorities

of campus partners in universityJevel

technology decisions. The new model

allows for enhanced sensitivity to local

needs and processes; service-centric

decision-making; unified systems, poli-

cies, and procedures; and greater sharing

of IT knowledge and resources across the

university.

Even after building stronger relation-

ships and trust on campus, asking unit

leaders to relinquish a degree of control

was not easy. Neither was convincing

technology staff that giving up some of

their autonomy would ultimately make

their lives easier and help them advance

professionally.

To overcome these challenges and

further enhance the perception of KU
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team nembers ntet with the stakeholders

who would be affected by the changes.

They listened, and sent direct and tar_

geted communications to these groups
that addressed frequent questions and
focused on the benefits to individuals,
departments, and the university.

What is perhaps most significant
about this project is the fact that KU IT
was able to achieve the university,s cost
and efliciency goals for the initiative by
focusing on the needs of partners and
employees and delivering a higher stan_

dard of service. This project proves that
thoughtful, people-centered approaches

to organizational change can yield en_

hanced trust and partnerships in addition
to financial gains and improved business
processes.
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These KPIs include:
. Customersatisfaction
. Total number of help tickets
. Average tin-re to assign ticket to staff
. Incident resolution, whether it met

the service agreement
. Total first-call resolution (i.e., prob-

lems resolved on first call) maintained
or improved

. Average time to resolve/close ticket
KPIs are communicated to partners

via the MSA for each unit, and results are

reported to university leadership. To date,

expectations for all project KPIs have

been met or exceeded. Additionally, KU
IT has identilied and implemented more
than 300 business process improvements
(BPIs) since the beginning ofthe Reorga-
nize and Redeline IT initiative in 201 l.

The University of Kansas Lawrence campus is located on Mt. 1read in the center of Lawrence, Kansas

IT as a trusted partner, the organization
remained focused on accountability and
transparency through open and mean_
in gful communications.

Before approaching units directly, KU
IT began strategic communications el-
forts to build awareness of the initiatives
among faculty, staff, and students. At the
same time, KU IT leaders and project

Ouality, Performance, and productivity

Operational cost savings was the only
formal key performance indicator (KpI)
for the larger Reorganize and Redefine
KU lT project. To beiler serve its custom-
ers, KU lT leadcrship dnd project reams

developed their own KpIs for the Reorga-
nize and Redefine IT initiative specific to
the TSCs thar were created by the project.

Cosl, Benelit, and Risk Analysis

The resources required for this project
were significant, primarily in the area of
staff time related to proiect teams, part-
ner engagement, and communications.
KU IT identified numerous risks and
challenges, including the following:
. Build trust and relationships with

customers and campus partners
. Overcome concerns about impact on

jobs (e.g.,1ayoffs, salary cuts, etc.)
. Overcome distrust and perception of

If imposing the change on other units
. Resistance to change
. Service levels must be maintained or

improved rapidly after implementa-
tion to prove change positive and
protect partnership status

. C)vercome perception that centraliza-
tion of management equals standard-
ization, loss of local priorities

. Or.ercome concerns of departmental
IT staffwho experience change in re-

porting structure, and build relation-
ships and loyalty with new managers

. Continued inconsistencies in service

and continued incompatibility of
systems across campus if new model is

not implemented
. Degree of complexity and need con-

tinues to grow if decentralized model
persists

Overall benefits of the initiative include:
. lmproved )tandard oIservice across

the university
. Operational cost savings
. Improvedgovernance/collectivebar-

gaining power on enterprise software

licensing and hardware purchases

' Curt6psl--6entricdecisions
. Streamlined processes and efficiencies

gained
. Consolidation of knowledge
. Enhanced perception ofKU IT as a

trusted campus partner

In practice, the benelits ofthe locally-
supported-and-centrally-managed

model include benefits on four levels:

l. Benelits for the university
. Efltciency in support and procure-

ment



. Greater consistenry in service and

increased technology compatibility

across the institution

' Cost savings through the elimi-

nation of comPetitive hiring of

existing technologY staff among

departments within the university

. Cost savings through avoidance

of duplicated services, systems, soft-

ware, facilities and operating costs

2- Benefits for IT stafftransitioned into

new TSC model
. Career advancementopportunities

' Training and professional develop-

ment
. Back-up from other suPPort staff

for vacations and other absences

. Increased access to central IT

resources
. Ability to escalate issues through

tiered suPPort system

3. Benefits for units
. Consistent technologY suPport

. Increased access to IT resources

. Improved ability to communicate

local needs/priorities to central IT
. Ioint authority for technologY

decision-making between units and

central IT
. Knowledgeable back-uP staffto

cover primary IT staff absences

' Cost savings through reallocation

and cost avoidance

' IT support for schools/departments

that lack funding

4. Organizational imPact for KU IT
. Enhanced reputation as a trusted

partner on camPus

. Ability to correct/avoid inconsisten-

customer-focused approach can drive in-

stitutional excellence and provide lasting

benefits for the university, employees and,

most importantly, individual customers'

As a result of the new locallY suP-

ported and centrally managed model,

faculty and staff at KU have seen im-

proved service and response rates as the

tiered system allows local support staff

to escalate issues and get help diagnos-

ing and resolving the toughest problems'

Post-service surveys show that on average

approximatelY 95 Percent of KU IT's

customers "agree" or "strongly agree"

they are satisfied with the service they

received. First-call response rates in most

cases are about 85 percent or above-well

exceeding the industrY average.

The university has gained improved

efficiency in supPort and procurement

and has seen significant cost savings from

the avoidance of redundant operating

costs, equipment purchases, and elimina-

tion of competitive hiring of IT staff

between units within the institution.

Technology staff in camPus units,

who often worked alone before the

change, now have much-needed back-up

for vacations and unplanned absences,

access to far more resources-including

system and application experts-and new

professional development and career ad-

vancement opportunities. No employees

were laid off as a result of the new model,

and a number of previously decentralized

staff have already experienced profes-

sional advancement through promotions

to management Positions in the new

Technology SuPPort Centers.

virtually no unanticipated challenges'

Leaders from partner units have been

overwhelmingly pleased with the results

and have shared their experiences with

others.

News of KU's innovative aPProach

to organizational change has started to

spread beyond camPus. A number of

peer institutions have reached out to KU

IT to learn about the support model and

implementation Process.

As a result of the Project, KU IT has

fundamentally improved as an organi-

zation. lt has solidified its reputation

as a trusted campus partner through

improved business Processes and a

demonstrated commitment to putting

customer needs first.

Centralizing management of IT

support and services is an organiza-

tional challenge that many institutions of

higher learning will face in the coming

years. This kind of project is complicated

and deals with essential topics that mat-

ter to customers and employees of the

institution: jobs, funding, control and

institutional history. These fundamen-

tally human concerns can be seen only

as risks to be mitigated, or they can be

viewed as invaluable opportunities to

elevate and enrich an IT organization's

role as a trusted partner. This project

demonstrates that in addition to finan-

cial and process successes, how an orga-

nization chooses to address the necessary

changes will largely determine whether

the project significantly enhances, or

detracts, from the perception of IT at the

institution.

cies in services The immense success of the project FOf mOfe infOrmatiOn' COntaCt David Day'

. Ability to correct/avoid compatibil- is unquestionably a result of the direct Director of lT External Affairs, at itcoms@

ity issues between systems involvement of KU IT's camPus partners ku'edu or ACIITA primary representative

. partnerships with deans/unit tead- in both the ptanning u.a mpt.-.,,tu- t!r?' 
!t'ilf!;'r,if; i[ilrf.[t;:::;r:;:[,

ersandschools/departmentspavetionstages,andtheunwaveringsuppoltatjaci@ku.edu.
the way for future collaboration of university leadership. with the help

. More responsive to local needs and of this coalition of campus partners and

priorities/processes KU leaders, project outcomes have met

customer satisfaction/Besults t0 Date or exceeded initial expectations on all

The Reorganize and Redefine IT initiative 
t"Til";'i, 

to a thoughttuI planning
shows how aligning IT initiatives with 

and development process, there were
the university's strategic plan through a
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Reach Higher Ed Glients with an ad in the ActtrA Journail
For complete details contact Amy Burton, Director, strategic Relationships

Phone: 8591721-1653 . e-mail: aburton@acuta.org

www.aGuta.org

Be a part of
ACUTA history...

Write for the
Journal!

The ACUTA Journal Wants yOUR Storyl
For L8 years (that's 74 issues now), the ACUrA lournol has brought you the insights and experiences of
campuses from coast to coast about every imaginable topic of relevance to higher ed technology.
we consistently hear that campus case studies are the most useful articles of all. you like to know what
others are doing-what has worked and not worked-to help you make important decisions.
Has your campus implemented a new procedure or a new strategy?
Have you discovered a shortcut that might benefit others?
ls there an application or program that resolved some really tough issue for you?
The next two issues of the Jou rnal fwill consider some very interesting topics:
. Summer: Clouds in the Forecast
o Fall: Collaborating and partnering for Success

You are cordially invited to share your own campus story with other members via the ACIJTA lournol.lf you
don't have time to write it, just contact editor Pat scott at pscott@acuta.org, and she will connect you
with someone who will work with you to get this done.
It's an opportunity for excellent visibility and recognition for your school, your department, and yourself.
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ACUTA Annual Gonference & Exhihition
Atlanta, Georgia - April L9-22,20L5

],CTIUCR
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Leaders are not born, they are forged by experience, challenges and
opportunities. Your time to lead is here as campus administrators increasingly lool< to

you for strategies and recommendations that shape multi-million dollar investments. They

lool< to you to solve problems when there is no manual to turn to. In fact, when you do

your best worl<, few notice; things just - worl<.

From Apri! 19 -22,2015, technology leaders will meet in Atlanta for ACUTA's 44th

Annual Conference and Exhibition. Professionals just like you will share the latest

information and their experiences, review the leading-edge technologies and services,

and discuss the best ideas for confronting tomorrow's challenges.You will be writing the

manuals for your own progress.

If you want to be part of shaping the future of campus technologies, if you want to meet

and be inspired by your peers, if you have a vision for your campus that you want to share,

then aspire to lead and come to ACUTA's Annual Conference.

lCRRN
RDURNCE
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